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ABSTRACT

The desire to understand the causes of complex societal phenomena is fundamental to the social
sciences. Society, at a macro-scale has many measurable characteristics in the form of statistical
distributions and aggregate measures; data which is increasingly abundant with the proliferation
of online social media, mobile devices, and the internet of things. However, the decision-making
processes and limits of the individuals who interact to generate these statistical patterns are often
difficult to unravel. Furthermore, multiple causal factors often interact to determine the outcome
of a particular behavior. Quantifying the importance of these causal factors and their interactions,
which make up a particular decision-making process, towards a societal outcome of interest helps
extract explanations that provide a deeper understanding of social behavior.
Holistic, generative modeling techniques, in particular agent-based modeling, are able to ‘grow’
artificial societies that replicate emergent patterns seen in the real world. Driving the autonomous
agents of these models are rules, generalized hypotheses of human behavior, which upon validation
against real-world data, help assemble theories of human behavior. Yet often, multiple hypothetical
causal factors can be suggested for the construction of these rules. With traditional agent-based
modeling, it is often up to the modeler’s discretion to decide which combination of factors best
represent the rule at hand. Yet, due to the aforementioned lack of insight, the modeled agent rule
is often one out of a vast space of possible rules.
In this dissertation, I introduce Evolutionary Model Discovery, a novel framework for automated
causal inference, which treats such artificial societies as sandboxes for rule discovery and causal
factor importance evaluation. Evolutionary Model Discovery consists of two major phases. Firstly,
a rule of interest of a given agent-based model is genetically programmed with combinations of
hypothesized factors, attempting to find rules which enable the agent-based model to more closely
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mimic real-world phenomena. Secondly, the data produced through genetic programming, regarding the correspondence of factor presence in the rule to fitness, is used to train a random forest
regressor for importance evaluation. Besides its scientific contributions, this work has also led
to the contribution of two Python open-source software libraries for high performance computing
with NetLogo, Evolutionary Model Discovery and NL4Py.
The results of applying Evolutionary Model Discovery for the causal inference of three very different cases of human social behavior are discussed, revisiting the rules underlying two widely
studied models in the literature, the Artificial Anasazi and Schelling’s Segregation, and an ensemble model of diffusion of information and information overload. First, previously unconsidered
factors driving the socio-agricultural behavior of an ancient Pueblo society are discovered, assisting in the construction of a more robust and accurate version of the Artificial Anasazi model.
Second, factors that contribute to the coexistence of mixed patterns of segregation and integration are discovered on a recent extension of Schelling’s Segregation model. Finally, causal factors
important to the prioritization of social media notifications under loss of attention due to information overload are discovered on an ensemble of a model of Extended Working Memory and the
Multi-Action Cascade Model of conversation.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

What socio-agricultural factors might have lead to the sudden demise of a flourishing ancient
civilization? Why do communities of individuals with no racial bias still maintain pockets of segregation? What drives compulsive information sharing by highly active social media users? Such
are the questions that the computational social science strives to answer. Understanding the causes
of social phenomena at the level of the individual is crucial for policy decisions. Such insights
provide the ability to design interventions to ensure desirable societal outcomes and mitigate undesirable ones. Simulation models that are driven by these generating factors can be used simulate
intervention strategies and inform of the expected outcomes in advance minus the cost and time
required to observe and test them in the real-world.
However, providing explanations for complex social phenomena is not a trivial task as the decisionmaking processes of the individuals generating the society-scale phenomena is not explicitly observable. Often, gathering data on individual-level motivations through surveys is tedious, prone to
sampling biases, in cases of large-scale phenomena, such as those that occur over online social media, quite difficult to sample. Instead, data observed as population-level outcomes of society, such
as community sizes of an ancient civilization measured through archaeological excavations, racial
diversity in an urban community, or the distribution of responsiveness to social media notifications,
are typically more reliable sources of information. Such sources of data have motivated a series of
successes in deep learning and artificial intelligence that focus on prediction. Yet these algorithms
lack the ability to provide human-interpretable explanations of the causes of these phenomena.
Society is a complex adaptive system. It consists of autonomous individuals that interact and
adapt to the actions of one-another, self-organizing into groups, and producing emergent societal
phenomena. As with any complex system, the emergent properties of society are a result of the
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interactions of its individuals and cannot be studied through experimentation on human behavior
in isolation.
Generative models of society, also known as artificial societies, encapsulate human-interpretable
rules of behavior. Such models embrace the holistic view of complex adaptive systems and model
social phenomena ‘from the bottom up’ [5]. Quoting Epstein and Axtell in [5], “... if you haven’t
grown it, then you haven’t explained it...”. As with any complex adaptive system, the trajectory
of events that occur within a society are highly sensitive to the underlying rules with which the
individuals act. This is due to the fact that small changes in behavior of the individual quickly
compound into large macro-scale deviations due to the highly interactive nature of such systems.
‘Top down’ models that are learned off of statistical correlations in data are limited in their ability to
follow such non-linear trajectories. In contrast, generative models grow societies along trajectories
similar to those in the real-world, and are able to follow the non-linear dynamics that are produced
as a result. Agent-based models are an example of such generative models.

Causal and Mechanistic Explanations through Agent-Based Models

The work presented in this dissertation is premised on the view that agent-based models of society
are able to provide mechanistic explanations of human behavior, and that mechanistic explanations can be considered as causal explanations for the social sciences. While prediction has historically been a major goal of simulations, explanation has more recently seen increasing interest
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. There has been debate as to whether prediction and explanation can be considered
separate or are interdependent. Epstein considers explanation and prediction distinct; He provides
supporting examples such as ‘plate tectonics’ help explain earthquakes, but do not allow us to predict their ‘time and place of occurrence’ [11]. This was in contrast to earlier views that explanation
and prediction were of indistinguishable structure and view explanation merely as a retrodictive
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prediction, as is described in the symmetry thesis by Hempel and Oppenheim [12]. Thompson
and Derr argue that instead of being separable, explanation can lead to better prediction as more
knowledge regarding the causes of the phenomena is unraveled [10]. Nonetheless, understanding
what the type and scope of explanations agent-based models are able to provide is important.
Elsenbroich categorizes explanations in social science into four types: 1) Covering laws: explanations deducted from applying general laws and considering initial conditions, the result of classical
deductive reasoning, 2) Causal explanations: a complete, step-by-step account of how a phenomena came about including all relevant facts [13], 3) Mechanistic explanations: a form of causal
explanation, where the full story is not told, instead entities causing a macroscale phenomena
and their relevant activities are provided as an explanatory account [14], and 4) Unifying explanations: attributing observations to a general theory that covers several such, similar phenomena [15].
Elsenbroich explains how agent-based models are able to provide mechanistic explanations. They
oppose Grune-Yanoff’s earlier claim that agent-based models cannot provide causal explanations
as causal explanations require knowledge of all facts, and instead provide functional explanations;
instead, they argue that full causal knowledge can never be achieved in complex social phenomena,
and that explanations that consist of entities and their actions that lead to reproduction of aspects
of macroscale patterns in data can be considered mechanistic, and thereby causal.
Agent-based models are not only mechanistic representations of the real-world, but the mechanisms they encode are human-interpretable. According to Machamer et al., mechanisms are entities and their activities that activate to lead a system from its initial conditions to a particular end
state [14]. In agent-based models, agents represent these entities, while agent rules are specified
to encode the activities of the entities that are hypothesized to generate the macroscale phenomena. These rules are typically specified as utility functions, threshold functions, or decision trees,
and implemented in computer software. These implementations can easily be interpreted by a researcher, a comparative advantage when considering highly predictive deep-learning or machine
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learning algorithms for example, where despite the accuracy and precision of prediction, often the
neural networks fitted to patterns in the data cannot be used to provide a causal explanation of
why the outcomes are as they are. I demonstrate the ease with which agent rules can represent
human-interpretable causal narratives in Chapter 3.
Yet, I argue that agent-based models are rarely manipulated to their full explanatory potential. If,
according to Elsenbroich and Epstein, the explanatory potential of ABM’s lie in the specification
of their rules, then ideally, the white-box manipulation of the causal factors constituting the rules
would be crucial in the exploration of the space of alternate mechanisms for the most plausible
mechanistic explanation. Yet, this is rarely done.
The true explanatory power of agent-based models (ABMs) lie in the flexibility and ease with
which these behavior rules can be encapsulated within agents. An agent’s rules can typically be
reduced to a mathematical function of utility maximization (or cost minimization) on the possible decisions given the agent’s state, memory, and sensory input. These functions define how the
agent decides to act under different conditions. In the computational social sciences, it is common for these functions to be organized to represent social drives, or factors of the human mental
process(es). Often, agents are driven by multiple such rules governing the execution of multiple behavior choices. In such cases, agent behavior rules are organized into sub-models of agent
behavior.
These rules may be parameterized, allowing for some flexibility in behavior. For example, parameters could fix weights in the behavior rule functions, controlling the level of impact of a certain
human decision making factor on the behavior selection of the agent. When these parameters are
provided as a distribution, the model developer is able to simulate a heterogeneous population of
agents in terms of the level of impact of decision making factors. Calibration of these parameters is then performed either through a grid search of the parameter space [3] or more powerful
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optimization algorithms [16, 17].
However, the underlying behavior rule is not affected through this type of parameter variation. By
modeling a different agent behavior rule, the simulation output can potentially be vastly altered.
Critics have claimed this to be a fallacy in agent-based modeling, stating that an Agent-Based
Model merely embodies the model developer’s or model development team’s ideology of the human rationale [18]. Instead of exploring various behavior rules representing different human mental processes, the model developer would assume a behavior rule set and attempt to calibrate their
model to find the best parameter set that allows them to replicate the desired macro-patterns to the
lowest error possible when compare to real world data. In other words, researchers often find themselves modeling one out of a large space of possible hypotheses of the underlying decision-making
process and then calibrating this rule until it fits real-world data. Yet, no comparison to alternative
hypotheses is made, so there is no way to falsify the behavior hypothesized by the researcher in
the first place.
Pattern-oriented modeling (POM) [19], was developed to address this issue. In POM, Grimm et
al, recommend that multiple instances of a single ABM be produced and compared on their ability
to replicate patterns seen in the real-world. Each instance would encapsulate a competing possible
explanation of the underlying generative behavior. Then by identifying the models that are able
to most closely simulate patterns seen in real-world data, the researcher is able to compare and
identify explanations that most likely describe the mechanism that may be at work in the actual
decision-making process. However, POM as originally described is manual and limited due to
several reasons, which I will discuss below.
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Why is Modeling Multiple Theories of Agent Behavior Difficult?

Creating multiple ABMs embodying alternate, plausible explanations as agent behavior rules without automation is difficult and infeasible due to the following reasons.

• Repeated manual implementation leads to increased probability for programmatic error. Modeling multiple hypotheses as specified by POM requires the re-implementation of
multiple versions of the same Agent-Based Model embodying alternate hypotheses of human behavior. This increases the chance of introducing programmatic bugs in the code. It
also increases the complexity of the total codebase. If a bug is introduced into an initial
version of the Agent-Based Model this bug will have propagated to all the alternate ABMs
and will have to be corrected throughout the entire collection. The entire collection must
then be retested and validated. If parameters were calibrated, calibration, which is usually
an expensive computation in itself, must be redone. This results in the management of a
huge codebase and the requirement of a large team of developers to maintain the project as
it evolves.
• It is difficult to manually maintain a structure of comparable rule components representing factors of human decision making, across many versions of the same agentbased model. A theory of human social behavior can be represented as the combination
of factors driving the human decision making process. A clear modular representation of
these factors allows for easy cross-analysis of the many hypotheses being tested to asses
factor impact on the macro-properties being simulated. Manually maintaining this regular agent cognition structure while developing multiple versions of them same agent-based
model quickly becomes a difficult task.
• Limitations to model implementation resources (programmers in particular.) leads to
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modeling and testing of a limited or biased sample of all possible factor combinations.
Manually developing each agent-based model associated to every combination of factors, is
not practical. As shown in [8, 20] the factors driving human behavior can be arranged as a
mathematical function of utility. This results in a vast number of possible configurations they
can be arranged in, resulting in an equally vast number of hypotheses of human behavior to
be modeled and tested. Therefore, model developers commonly resort to modeling a single
combination of factors, or a limited set of combinations, as theories of human behavior.
• Due to lack of domain expertise, researchers many models have a disconnect between
theories of human social behavior and data. Often, theories used to model human decision making within agents are backed with scientific knowledge from domain experts. Yet,
it has been shown that often additional theories that consider further causal factors may exist
[21, 22, 23, 20, 24, 25] that support the explanation of a macro-phenomena. In particular,
according to Weisberg’s interpretation of Levin’s strategy of model building [25], it is the
underlying common components of causality captured across each alternate theory that allows for each of them to produce the same solution. Therefore, human biases may govern
the selection of theory choice when constructing the agent behavior rules. Despite many
Agent-Based Modeling efforts for the computational social sciences usually being multidisciplinary efforts with input from diverse teams of domain experts, there may be instances
when the team lacks complete domain knowledge. In such a situation model developers
could greatly benefit from a collection of human decision making factors.
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EMD: Overcoming the Difficulties of ‘Many Modeling’ of Agent-Based Models to Exploit their
Explanatory Power

The aim of this dissertation is to enhance explanatory potential of agent-based models by enabling
the exploration of the vast space of possible functions of factors of human behavior. This is done
through the genetic programming of agent rules, followed by factor importance evaluation through
random forest regression. The modification of agent rules may lead to the emergence of patterns
previously unseen, as demonstrated in the three case studies that follow. Therefore, an agent-based
model embodying a combination of factors, that is able to replicate target patterns in data, provides
a plausible explanation of the social phenomena under investigation.
Evolutionary Model Discovery answers the four issues described in Sec. 1 as follows. The use
of genetic programming, automates the programming of multiple models, reducing the chances
for programmatic error. Genetic programming works by choosing modules of model code from
a primitive set. Each primitive encapsulates a factor of human behavior. The genetic program
then evolves generations of syntax trees, combining multiple factors through operators. The function that is represented by a syntax tree calculates a utility (or cost) that the agent perceives they
would incur if they take a particular decision. This utility (or cost) function will then determine
which behavior the agent will choose to perform, dependent on its state, interactions, memory, and
environment sensors. Further description of this process is given in Sec. 3.
The modularization of agent rules into hypothesized factors of human decision making based on
theories of human behavior answers the second difficulty of maintaining a structure of comparable
rule components. In Agent_Zero, Epstein derives, from neuro-cognitive foundations, that an agent
cognitive architecture must consider emotional drives, ortho-rational drives, and social forces on
information received by the agent through the individuals it received information from [26]. Similarly, Social/Psycho-Social theories have been used to drive agents towards replicating collective
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social phenomena [8, 20]. Evolutionary Model Discovery evolves plausible candidate models, able
to replicate desired patterns of collective social behavior. The presence of causal factors of these
candidate models is then assessed on the ability the give the model to reproduce the phenomena of
interest.
Evolutionary Model Discovery is provided as an open-source library implementation [27] to use
with the NetLogo ABM software [28], answering third difficulty. This library discussed in Chapter
7, allows researchers to easily code factors in the NetLogo modeling language, and tag them as
factors using annotated comments, which are automatically interpreted for the genetic program.
Evolutionary Model Discovery then provides a Python API for the specification of model setup
conditions, parameters of the genetic program, and the fitness function.
Finally, by allowing concepts from multiple theories to combine as factors, Evolutionary Model
Discovery answers the fourth difficulty. Depending on the operators provided to the genetic program for factor manipulation, complex factor interactions can also be explored. Instead of training
a structure that is not easily interpreted back to an explainable form, such as a neural network,
Evolutionary Model Discovery works with chunks of human-interpretable concepts implemented
as rules, promoting the use of theory in agent-based models towards mechanistic explanations.
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Figure 1.1: A conceptual view of the components of an agent-based model. Agent-based models
consist of one or more sub-models that specify autonomous rules of behavior. The agents are
allowed to interact with a simulated environment and provided an interaction infrastructure.

Statement of Contributions

Multiple scientific and engineering contributions are made in this dissertation. Primarily, Evolutionary Model Discovery provides a novel technique through which complex social systems can be
given human-interpretable explanations in terms of their generating factors. This framework has
shed light on the causal factors generating three very different cases of human social behavior:

1. Previously unconsidered factors driving the socio-agricultural behavior of an ancient ancestral Pueblo civilization are discovered, constructing a more robust and accurate version of
the Artificial Anasazi model.
2. Factors leading to the coexistence of mixed patterns of segregation and integration are discovered on a recent extension of Schelling’s Segregation model.
3. Factors determining the prioritization of social media notifications under loss of attention
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due to information overload are discovered on an ensemble of a model of Extended Working
Memory and the Multi-Action Cascade Model of conversation.

A major reason automated rule exploration has not been popular for the causal inference of agentbased modeling is due to the vast search space of possibilities. Theoretically, this search space
may be infinitely large. Also, despite parameter calibration being a regular part of most agentbased modeling projects, there has been no standardized tool for rule exploration, let alone causal
factor importance evaluation. This work presented in this dissertation has done the ground work
for such a tool, through the EvolutionaryModelDiscovery Python package for factor importance
analysis through parallelized genetic programming of NetLogo models. In order to achieve this
goal, the following engineering contributions were made:

1. NL4Py, an open-source toolkit for the parallel execution of NetLogo models through Python
was developed and release on the Python Package Index. https://github.com/chathika/NL4Py
2. EvolutionaryModelDiscovery, a implementation of the framework described in this dissertation, for the causal inference of NetLogo models through random forest importance evaluation of genetically programmed agent-based models with parallel computing.
https://github.com/chathika/EvolutionaryModelDiscovery

NL4Py, in particular is currently in use by the community and has 7 major releases at the time of
writing, with users actively contributing with issue posts and feature suggestions on the GitHub
project page.
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Statement of Originality

Parts of this work have been included in conference presentations and preprints under review for
journal publications. Other than the work discussed in the following manuscripts, the rest of this
dissertation has not been published publicly at the time of writing:

• Gunaratne, C., & Garibay, I. (2017, July). Alternate Social Theory Discovery using Genetic
Programming: Towards Better Understanding the Artificial Anasazi. In Proceedings of the
Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO) (pp. 115-122). ACM.
• Gunaratne, C., Senevirathna, C., Jayalath, C., Baral, N., Rand, W., & Garibay, I. (2019) A
Multi-Action Cascade Model of Conversation. In 5th International Conference on Computational Social Science. Amsterdam, NL.
• Gunaratne, C., Garibay, I., & Dang, N. (2019). Evolutionary model discovery of causal
factors behind the socio-agricultural behavior of the ancestral Pueblo. arXiv preprint
arXiv:1802.00435. In review: PLOS One.
• Gunaratne, C., Baral, N., Rand, W., Garibay, I., Jayalath, C., & Senevirathna, C. (2019). A
Theory of Extended Working Memory and its Role in Online Conversation Dynamics. arXiv
preprint arXiv:1910.09686. In review: Computational and Mathematical Organization Theory.
• Baral, N., Gunaratne, C., Jayalath, C., Rand, W., Senevirathna, C., & Garibay, I. (2019)
Negative Influence Gradients Lead to Lowered Attention Span on Social Networks. In Conference of the Computational Social Science Society of the Americas (CSS). Santa Fe, NM.
• Gunaratne, C., & Garibay, I. (2019). NL4Py: Agent-Based Modeling in Python with Parallelizable NetLogo Workspaces. arXiv preprint arXiv:1808.03292. In review: Simulation
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Modelling Practice and Theory.
• Gunaratne, C., Rand, W., & Garibay, I. (2020). Inferring Mechanistic Explanations of Response Prioritization on Social Media under Information Overload. Submitted to the 19th
International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS 2020).
Auckland, NZ.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

The field of Computational Social Sciences has benefited heavily from Agent-Based Modeling as
a tool allowing social scientists and policy makers to embody rules of human behavior and interaction within artificial agents, letting them play out scenarios of society, and measuring emergent
macro-phenomena as simulation output. Prime examples include, explaining the population dynamics of ancient societies [29, 2, 3, 30], modeling job markets [31], innovation and economic
growth of society and ecosystems [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37], urban expansion [38, 39] , evaluating
control strategies for the prevention of disease spread [40, 41], and the evolution of languages
[42], social norms and culture[43, 44]. Advances in data driven validation of Agent-Based Models
have further enhanced the practical applicability of simulation output, through model calibration
[45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. Particularly helpful are data-driven calibration tools that come with simulation packages such as OptQuest, an ensemble of Tabu Search, Neural Networks, and Scatter-Search
that comes with AnyLogic and Arena [51] and the BehaviorSearch calibration tool that comes with
NetLogo, equipped with Standard Genetic Algorithms, Hill-Climber, Stimulated Annealing, and
Random Search [16]. These tools treat agent-based models as black-boxes, tuning the parameters
they expose to users with the objective of minimizing error between simulation output and patterns in target datasets. There have been efforts to explore the state space of agent-based models
with other machine learning methods [52, 45], by treating the model as a black-box and tuning its
parameters.
However, there are no such software tools or frameworks in the literature for white-box exploration
of agent rules and evaluation of potential causal factors derived from theory. Yet, recently Georges
et al. report automating model selection by trading agents using least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) on a polynomial form of hypothesized variables and variable interactions
[53], similar to the genetic programming of agent rules in Evolutionary Model Discovery. Deep14

learning of agent behavior rules has been suggested [54], which has the potential to improve the
predictive power of agent-based models, but undermines the explanatory potential by replacing
human-interpretable rules with layers of neural networks. Rand discusses the importance of theory
interpretable models [6], highlighting successes of rule induction [55] and causal state modeling
[56, 57, 58] towards the discovery of agent rules, learned off of individual-scale data.
Genetic Programming has been used in the past to evolve agent rules for multi-agent systems since
[59] where an ‘artificial ant’ was programmed, through evolution, to navigate an in Silico San Mateo trail and is still in a preferable approach in this area [60, 61]. Yet, Genetic Programming has
been sparingly for rule-exploration of Agent-Based Modeling within the computational social sciences, some of the prominent studies being: evolving crowd evacuation [62], human-environment
action decision making [63], understanding bounded rationality in human decision making [64],
and understanding human decision making in behavior finance [65]. An [66] recognizes the capability of genetic programming to discover ‘rules of thumb’ often defined by domain experts but
also calls for the need of more studies into ‘why and when’ Genetic Programming can best benefit causal exploration in modeling. Manson recognizes the need for standardization of the human
decision making process [63], allowing methods like Genetic Programming to be intuitively applied to enhance the explanatory ability of generative Agent-Based Models. In particular, Manson
used symbolic regression of factors of land-use as the representation for the Genetic Programming
in [63]. This absence of a standard human decision making representation for generative AgentBased Modeling, ready for Genetic Programming, has limited the use of this methodology in the
computational social sciences.
However, with standardization efforts such as the ODD (Overview, Design, and Details) documentation standard [67] being used regularly, there is more transparency and record of the factors
and social theories leading to the successful simulation of plausible collective human behavior. The
ODD protocol has been used in at least 137 models out of the 447 models in the OpenABM library,
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a live compendium of agent-based modeling research 1 . The ODD protocol, and its descendant for
models of human decision making ODD+D [68], have sections for the specification of sub-models
where model developers are able to elaborate on the agent behavior rules modeled. The body of
ODD and ODD+D documentation has grown sufficiently to draw inferences on common structure
used in modeling the human decision making process.
Adding to this, has been the creation of agent cognitive architectures to specifically capture social,
emotional and rational theories of human behavior founded on neuro-cognitive principles, such
as Agent_Zero [26] that aim specifically to model generative aspects of human society. Importantly, Agent_Zero expresses the quantification of emotional decision making, rational decision
making, and social influence towards the computation of a social utility. Similarly, Whitmeyer et
al. [20, 69] quantify three theories of obedience: Legitimacy, Coercion, and Representative, three
theories of Social Influence: None, Social Influence, Resistance to Repression, and four theories of
Adaptation/Psychological change: Cognitive Dissonance, Results-Based, Homophily, and Socialization. Together, they make 144 combinations of theories, each representable by a utility function,
of human social behavior, driving agents to simulate allegiance patterns in Afghanistan. Similar
to this work, Davis and O’Mahony [8] quantify social, emotional, and rational factors of human
decision making to produce ‘factor trees’.
Koza also demonstrates the ability to evolve programs leading to complex emergent behavior due to
the interactions of agents embodying simple rules [59]. Genetic Programming, as defined by Koza,
aims to produce programs which are able to evolve new, highly fit programs with regards to the task
or tasks they are supposed to solve. Genetic Improvement, the improvement of existing software
through automated search has seen an increasing trend in recent years with many successes in the
improvement of industrial level programs [70, 71, 72].
1 This

statistic was done by mining ODD documents from OpenABM using a web-crawler. Code available at:
https://gitlab.com/chathika/OpenABMCrawler
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Genetic Programming has its own pros and cons, a primary disadvantage being its susceptibility to
‘bloat’. Langdon defines bloat as increasing redundancy in generated code caused by introduction
of introns, genes or GP nodes whose phenotypes have no added value to the behavior expected of
the program [73, 74]. Instead, as the Genetic Program nears convergence, the probability of adding
an intron to the program syntax tree surpasses the probability of making a mutation or crossover
that will further improve the fitness of the resulting program. Despite having a potential of helping
the evolutionary process by increasing the number of ‘safe’ crossover points on the syntax tree,
bloat introduces a significant challenge to answering one of the research questions of this study:
the relationship between evolved logic depth and task complexity, an issue overlooked in Mason’s
isometric relationship of bounded rationality to genetic programming syntax depth [64]. This is
a disadvantage as true logic depth, accounting for introns, would potentially give a measure of
bounded rationality. An agent decision process evolved to fit actual patterns in data would then
potentially provide an estimate of the actual limits of human cognition. Langdon summarizes
three approaches to avoiding bloat: 1) setting a maximum tree depth, 2) Including program size in
the fitness function to introduction selection of parsimonious syntax trees, and 3) tailored genetic
operators [73].
Layered Learning [75] has been proposed towards the generalization of solutions evolved through
Genetic Programming. With Layered Learning the problem space is decomposed into subtasks
which are subjected to learning through the Genetic Program incrementally. This is concept of
avoiding over-fitting borrows from the Machine Learning traditions of using validation and test
data sets in addition to training data. In particular, Layered Learning has been applied in multiagent problems such as for agents playing the keep-away soccer game [76, 77].
Several Genetic Programming software exist, including ECJ by Sean Luke et al [78] where GP
nodes are written as Java class files, Clojush by Spector et al for the Clojure language [79], DEAP,
a distributed evolutionary algorithms software written in Python [80], and FlexGP written in Java
17

from ALFA Group, MIT [81]. Koza identifies 3 ways of parallelizing genetic programming without
the use of sub-populations: distributing by fitness case, distributing by individual syntax trees, and
distributing by runs [59]. FCube [82] and CCube [83] are software enabling Genetic Programming
distribution over cloud services. FCube in particular, is able to distribute FlexGP learners across
Amazon Web Services EC2 instance.
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CHAPTER 3: THE EVOLUTIONARY MODEL DISCOVERY
FRAMEWORK

Agent-based models consist of autonomous agents driven by rules. The scientific analogy made
is that these rules represent hypotheses of human behavior. When the macro-outcomes of the
agent-based model are validated against real-world data, these hypotheses declared as not falsifiable. From an engineering standpoint, these rules are often functions of sensory input to the agents
through the environment they exist in, sensory input from other agents, or their own internal state.
Typically, in the design of an agent-based model, the researcher decides which of these variables
are important when defining the rules with which the agents act. Rules are often specified as utility functions, thresholds, or decision trees, with operators combining the variables into a single
decision-making unit. Due to the complex nature of the resulting agent interactions, the emergent macro-output of an agent-based model is highly sensitive to the selection of variables and
operators, and the design of the rules.
Evolutionary Model Discovery focuses on identifying the sensory inputs from the environment
and other agents, and internal state variables, collectively referred to as causal factors, that have
the best ability to generate the macro-phenomena being simulated by the agent-based model. This
requires isolating the rule to be explored and providing a set of hypothesized causal factors as
input. The fitness of the simulations under varying presence of each factor within the isolated rule
is the experimented with. This is performed through the following two stages.

1. Alternate forms of the rule are genetically programmed into the agent-based model, with the
objective of improving the fitness of the simulations to a metric, qualitative measurement or
comparison to data, specified by the researcher.
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2. The data generated through the evolution of the agent-based model relating factor presence
to fitness is then used to train a random forest regressor. Feature importance analysis is then
used to determine the importance of the hypothesized factors towards the prediction of the
model fitness.

The factor importance data along with the marginal fitness produced under varying presence of
each factor in the rule is then used to determine the optimal structure/s of the rule.

Mechanistic Explanation and Causal Factors of Human-Decision Making

Definition 1 An agent-based mechanism M can be defined as follows:
MF = GT (N0 )
Where,

(3.1)

G(Nt+1 ) = (ux0 ,F (Nt ) ◦ ux1 ,F (Nt ).... ◦ ux|N|−1 ,F (Nt ))

Where, M is modeled as T iterations of a step function, G, on a population of agents, N, with each
agent, x ∈ N, acting by a function, u, of one or more factors of human-decision making, F, applied
to evaluate N, per time step. M is one out of a space of alternate mechanisms M, defined with
varying, F (F ⊂ F), where F is the set of all factors of human-decision making.1
As elaborated on in Chapter 1, agent-based models are mechanistic explanations of social phenomena [7]. By definition [14], a mechanism consists of entities and their activities that take a system
from its initial conditions, φ0 , into its observed state, φt , over time, T . In an agent based model the
entities are the agents, x, of a population of, N. The activity of, x, is defined by the agent rules that
1 GT

denotes each T iterations of function G. ◦ denotes functional composition, an abstraction of the operations
used to calculate the macro-state of the simulation from agent actions.
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can be represented as a function, u, of a set of factors of human-decision making, F, applied on
the current state of the population, or ux1 ,F (Nt ). Each simulation step, t, the composition of these
activities, G(Nt+1 ), defines the next macro-state. Iteration of G(Nt+1 ) T number of times, should
then transition the simulation to G(NT )

Definition 2 A factor of human decision-making Fi ∈ F, where F is the modeler’s set of hypothesized causal factors and operators, is defined as in Eq (3.2).

Fi = (C, R, P

| θR , θR Pk ∈ Θ ∀k = 1...n)

∃k, θR R fi = θR Pf j ,k

(3.2)

(3.3)

Where C is the set of commands defined within F that are applied on the n number of input parameters P to produce an output return value R, where the type of each parameter θPj and the type
of the return value θR are each an element of the set Θ of all possible parameter and return types
defined by the modeler. A factor is considered an operator if C resembles an operation on one or
more factors, which it accepts as parameters, rather than resembling a decision-making step. In
order for a factor or operator Fi to accept another Fj as an input, the condition Eq (3.3) must be
met.

An agent behavior rule u is represented as a tree of factors combined under this condition. Depending on Θ and the factor definitions, the space of behavior rules can be infinitely large. To prevent
the construction of such undesirably large trees a maximum depth for all u are specified. There
must be at least one Fi of which θRFi is the return type expected by the entire agent behavior rule.
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Given Definition 1 of an agent-based mechanism and Definition 2 of a factor of decision-making,
we theorize what constitutes a mechanistic explanation.

Theorem 1 An agent-based mechanistic explanation, MF (Γφ0 7→ ΓφT ), of the cause of a system,
Γ, with initial macro-state, φ0 , to enter a macro-state, φT , at time, T , must be driven by a step
function, G∗ , that considers the set of factors, F ∗ (F ∗ ∈ F), that drive the activities of the realworld entities of that system (equation 3.4).
MF (Γφ0 7→ ΓφT ) = G∗T (N0 )

(3.4)

G∗ (Nt+1 ) = (ux0 ,F ∗ (Nt ) ◦ ux1 ,F ∗ (Nt ).... ◦ ux|N|−1 ,F ∗ (Nt ))
MF (Γφ0 7→ ΓφT ) can be represented by a data-validated model, M ∗ , with a step function, G∗ . G∗
encodes u with F ∗ ∈ F, such that the simulations make minimal deviations from the actual trajectory of the real system over time. Assuming, total deviation from the data is calculated with some
loss function, L, F ∗ is defined in equation 3.5.

T

∗

F = arg min ∑ (L((EG(Nt ), (Γφt )))
F⊂F

(3.5)

t=0

A mechanistic explanation, MF ∗ , would then follow the trajectory of the real-world system the
closest out of the possible space of mechanisms, M.

Definition 3 Presence of a factor or interaction of factors in an agent rule, u, is denoted by its
coefficient in u. For example:
In,
u(N) = aF1 (N) + bF2 (N) + ab(F1 (N) ◦ F2 (N))
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(3.6)

Factor presence of F1 is pF1 = a, F2 is pF2 = b, and F1 ◦ F2 is pF1 ◦F2 = ab.
Theorem 2 The importance of of causal factors of human-decision making to a valid mechanistic
explanation, M ∗ , of the macro-phenomena is proportional to the sensitivity of the simulations’
deviation from data, with changing factor presence:

Importance

Fi ∝

∗ )
var(EMΠ
p
Fi

var(EM ∗ )

(3.7)

∗ is M ∗ perturbed with random permutations of the presWhere, var indicates variance, and MΠ
F
i

ence of Fi .

Given the above theorems 1 and 2, I make the following claim and test it empirically, with the
cases presented in Chapters 4 to 6:
Claim 1 An agent-based mechanism, M ∗ , encoding the casual factors, F ∗ , of a macro-phenomena
at their optimal presence values p∗Fi will produce highly robust simulations with the least deviation
from the real-world trajectory of Γφ0 7→ ΓφT .
Due to the vastness of M finding F ∗ and M ∗ is difficult. Often, there may not exist a single
global optimum due to model stochasticity. Therefore, Evolutionary Model Discovery attempts to
computationally approach the best approximations of F ∗ and M ∗ .

Genetically Programming Agent Rules with Hypothesized Causal Factors

During the first stage of Evolutionary Model Discovery, models driven by alternate decision making processes consisting of combinations of elements of F are evolved through genetic programming [59, 84, 70]. Genetic programming performs automated program implementation and is a
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suitable approach towards automating the rule discovery process [63, 64, 62, 85]. Genetic programming evolves generations of programs through crossover and mutation operators performed
on a representation consisting of primitives and terminals that combine to define program statements. Primitives are defined as a set of functions that encode program statements and may be
strongly typed to only accept child and parent primitives that are compatible with the arguments
and return statements accepted by its program statement. Primitives with no arguments are considered terminals. Programs in a generation that have a closer fit to data are more likely to be selected
for reproduction through crossover and mutation to populate the next generation of programs.

Representation

Defining the representation structure for primitives is an important part of evolutionary algorithms.
Syntax tree representations are among the most commonly used for genetic programming [59].
Tree representations allow for easily defining limits on how primitives can combine through strong
typing, which is important in ensuring the compilability of the generated programs. In the case
of Evolutionary Model Discovery the terminals, primitives making up the leaves of the generated
trees, are the factors while these factors are combined through multiple operators. Strong typing
ensures that this structure is maintained while crossover and mutation operators function.

From Narrative to GP Syntax Tree

In order to explain how causal factors, representing theories and constructs of human behavior
can be included in the genetic programming of agent rules, consider the following example. The
following is a narrative explaining the behavior of two GitHub users:
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Albert and Betsy are two GitHub users. Albert wants help regarding a project, but
is shy to post publicly, and doesn’t want to embarrass himself. Meanwhile, Betsy is
eager to show off her programming skills, not necessarily to be helpful. After a direct
request from Albert, Betsy makes a publicly visible contribution to Albert’s project as
a response.

2

Several, causal factors can be identified from analyzing keywords, which have been underlined, of
this narrative. Consider a set of causal factors, hypothesized to drive the actions described above:
friendship (f), status (s), risk (r), achievement (a). Albert’s behavior is driven through positive s
and negative r, with a moderate contribution of positive f. On the other hand Betsy’s behavior is
driven by positive s and positive a, without necessarily being driven by r or f.
Accordingly, this behavior can be represented in the syntax tree shown in Fig. 3.1. This tree
represents the process through which utility is assigned to a set of perceived possible behaviors. In
the case of GitHub these behaviors are typically restricted to creation of repositories, contribution
to or sharing existing repositories, or commenting or posting issues to existing repositories. The set
of perceived behaviors may be inherently limited between different individuals and given different
situations. For instance Albert is not a good programmer and, therefore, does not have the option
of contributing code to existing repositories.

Evaluating Importance and Optimal Presence of Causal Factors with Random Forests

The second stage of Evolutionary Model Discovery is identifying important causal factors and their
optimal presence within the behavior being studied. Random forest feature importance methods in
combination with non-parametric statistical tests are used for this purpose.
2 This

example is an extended adaptation from a communication with Dr. Joseph Whitmeyer regarding the DARPA
SocialSim project
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Figure 3.1: An example syntax tree representation of the causal factors and operators driving the
behavior of two GitHub users with different motives.

Random forests are powerful ensemble machine learning algorithms for predictive analysis. Predictions of ensemble models are the combined prediction of a set of weak learners. This technique
has shown to provide much better results than using a single prediction algorithm [86]. Prediction
error of machine learning algorithms exists in a trade-off of the prediction bias and the prediction
variance. Ensemble learning algorithms dilute prediction bias and variance through the combination of many high bias single weak learners. In the case of random forests, the weak learners are
decision trees and their predictions are combined through bagging and random feature sampling.
Bagging refers to the individual training of each weak learner, or tree in the case of random forests,
on bootstrapped samples of the training data. Bootstrapped sampling refers to the approximation
of additional data required to train independent weak learners, learner trees. By sub-sampling the
feature set for training independent learners, a random forest is also able to asses the importance of
features and feature interactions towards prediction, and is a powerful tool for feature importance
analysis and engineering.
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Multiple techniques for feature importance evaluation through random forests exist, including gini
importance, permutation accuracy importance, and functional analysis of variance. The two most
common factor importance measurement techniques for random forests are gini importance (or
mean decrease in impurity), and permutation importance (or mean decrease in accuracy)[87, 88,
86]. Unlike gini and permutation importance, fANOVA [89, 90] uses variance based measurements
and is unsuitable for use in Evolutionary Model Discovery considering the heteroskedasticity of
the fitness data produced by the evolutionary process as the genetic program finds more optimal
solutions.
Unfortunately, unlike fANOVA, both gini and permutation importance are only able to identify
first order importance of features, but not the importance of feature interactions, instances where
joint occurrence of features together are more important than when considered alone. A simple
example of the value to feature interactions is demonstrated when considering the importance of
two inputs related to an output through an XOR gate. Considered alone, the first order importance
of both features is misleadingly high. However, the reality is that the output can be completely
defined by the interaction of the two inputs. Fortunately, an algorithm for estimating joint contributions in random forests was designed by Saabas [91, 92]. This algorithm is able to extract
the importance of sets of features existing together within a decision tree towards the prediction
accuracy of the random forest. Saabas’ joint contribution and it’s implementation TreeInterpreter
have been succesfully applied in assessing the importance of feature interactions in a large number
of recent studies [93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99].
The second stage of Evolutionary Model Discovery, involves applying these feature importance
evaluation techniques to understand the causal factors and causal factor interactions that were
important in the generation of the target macro-phenomena of the agent-based model. Accordingly,
a random forest regressor is trained on the factor presence to fitness data produced by the genetic
program. Gini importance and permutation accuracy importance for each factor is then calculated.
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Joint contributions for factors and factor interactions are also contributed. Due to super-linear
relationship between the number factors considered in an interaction and the calculation of joint
contribution, in the cases presented in this dissertation, I only consider factor interactions of up to
three factors.
Both gini and permutation accuracy importance provide multiple estimates of the importance of a
particular feature. In many cases the importance of two or more features may not be distinguishable
without statistical tests of significance. Respecting the heteroskedasticity of the factor presence to
fitness data, single-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests are used to compare the importance values of
each factor pair, say A and B, for all factors, under the alternate hypothesis importance of A >
importance of B, for a significance 0.05.
Finally, results of the three techniques, gini importance, permutation accuracy importance, and
joint contribution, are used to identify the factors whose change in presence most affects the ability
to predict the model fitness. The thus identified causal factors can now be considered to construct a
more robust agent rule. In order to do so, the optimal presence of the most important factors must
be identified through the data generated by the genetic program. Single-tailed Mann-Whitney
U tests are again employed to systematically compare levels of presence of each causal factor,
say A and B, under the alternate hypothesis that marginal simulation fitness under A > marginal
simulation fitness under B.
Now, the knowledge of the most important causal factors and their respective optimal presence
in agent rule can be used to construct versions of the agent-based model that are more robust to
parameters and accurately reproduces the target macro-phenomena.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic Architecture of Evolutionary Model Discovery

Parallelization and Computational Complexity

Theorem 3 The time complexity O(T) for the genetic programming of agent-based models of maximum factor tree depth, d, and m number of agents, over g generations, each with n gp-individuals
requiring e evaluations each, increases quadratically with the ABM scale and exponentially with
logical depth:
O(T ) = O(gnem2 22d )

(3.8)

Both genetic programming and random forests have the advantage of being well suited for parallel
computation. Genetic programs, similar to many evolutionary algorithms, evolve generations of
individuals, referred to gp-individuals to avoid confusion with individuals as humans. This process requires the evaluation of the fitness of each individual. In the case of Evolutionary Model
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Discovery, evaluation of gp-individuals means the simulation of the respective agent-based model
programmed by that individual. Evaluation of genetically programmed agent rules may be computationally expensive. For each of g generations, each gp-individual of the genetic program of
population of size n must be written into the agent-based model as a rule and evaluated multiple
times to allow for stochasticity of output, say e evaluations. The aggregated output will then be
used for selection for reproduction of the next generation. Assuming the genetic programming uses
a simple one-point crossover, point mutation, and tournament selection, and a maximum tree depth
of d for the generated syntax trees, the time complexity of the genetic programming, G, without
the fitness evaluation would be as shown in Eq. 3.9, as every unit increase in tree depth doubles
the number of theory components.

O(G) = O(g(n2d + n2d + n)) = O(gn2d )

(3.9)

Each e evaluations, of the agent-based model would perform runs with populations of m agents
of logical depth d, for a maximum 2d causal factors each, matching that of the respective gpindividual. Assuming each causal factor takes O(m) time (calculating once across all neighbors),
the time complexity of execution of the generated agent-based model, A, would be as shown in Eq.
3.10.
O(A) = O(m ∗ (m ∗ 2d )) = O(m2 2d )

(3.10)

Performing e evaluations per gp-individual, the total time complexity of the genetic programming
of agent-based models, T , is given in Eq. 3.11.
O(T ) = O(G ∗ e ∗ A)
= O(gn2d ∗ e ∗ m2 2d )
= O(gnem2 22d )
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(3.11)

Therefore, the runtime of EMD will typically increase quadratically with the agent-based model
scale/population size of the agents and exponentially with unit increases in the logical depth.
The implementation of the genetic program for the experiments that follow, was ‘embarrassingly
parallel’; i.e. it parallelized the evaluations of the agent-based models. The time complexity
was thus reduced to O(gm2 22d ), with a computing core dedicated to the evaluation of each gpindivudal. In future work, parellelizing the agent-based model itself, in particular, the execution of
the causal factors would be desirable. However, the technology to support parallel factor execution
on top of parallel evaluations at the time of writing is under development.
The time complexity of random forests is discussed in depth by Louppe [86]. Time complexity of
the CART algorithm for random forest training O(XZY 2 log(Y )), where X is the number of weak
learner trees, Z is the number of features, in this case the number of unique factors and factor
interactions, and Y the number of samples. In our case Y = gne, prior to bootstrapping. Therefore,
the time complexity of training the random forest with CART is:

O(XZY 2 log(Y )) = O(XZ(gne)2 log(gne))

(3.12)

According to Louppe, the worst case time complexity of prediction through a random forest is
O(XY ), which reduces to:

O(XY ) = O(Xgne)
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(3.13)

Implementation

The Evolutionary Model Discovery framework has been implemented as an open-source Python
library, for causal inference of NetLogo models, to be used by the computational social science
community. A detailed description of this software is provided in Sec. 7, and is available for quick
installation through pip package manager for Python.
Several open-source technologies were used for the development of Evolutionary Model Discovery. Evolutionary Model Discovery is able to evolve NetLogo models and the NetLogo controlling
API was heavily used in the implementation of this framework [28]. The DEAP library [100]
in combination with [101] was used to implement the parallelized genetic program. In order to
accommodate for the high computing resources required to expore such a vast search space as
described in the next sections, all model runs had to be performed on an AWS EC2 cloud environment. The Scikit-learn [102] library was used for the implementation of random forests and
gini importance measurement. Permutation importance was implemented using the ELI5 library
[103] was used for permutation accuracy importance, and tree interpreter [92] for joint contribution
measurement.
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CHAPTER 4: CASE STUDY 1: SOCIO-AGRICULTURAL BEHAVIOR
OF THE ANCESTRAL PUEBLO

What socio-agricultural factors might have lead to the sudden demise of a flourishing ancient
civilization? Researchers have no direct insight into the decisions made by people of past societies.
However, with the thorough assessment of simulation models against archaeological data, we can
infer possible decisions that could have led to patterns that are observed in the data. The Artificial
Anasazi is one of the first important demonstrations of the success of this technique. I demonstrate
how Evolutionary Model Discovery can relax certain assumptions made in the model through
exploration of the possible space of rules and highlight factors, which were already present in the
original model, that might have proven more important to the patterns seen in the archaeological
data.

The Artificial Anasazi model

The Artificial Anasazi is an agent-based model of an ancestral Pueblo community, the Kayenta
Anasazi during the years of 800 AD to 1350 AD [1, 2]. This model was initially developed as part
of a larger effort to study the ancestral Pueblo civilization that occupied the Long House Valley
region. Ancestral Pueblo typically lived in cliff dwellings carved into the face of the rock (Figures
4.1 and 4.2). They depended on agriculture for nutrition and farmed on the valley floor below,
typically consisting of rich alluvial soil from the river flood plains. The ABM is implemented
in NetLogo [28, 1]. Archaeological excavations provide annual population time series data as
estimated counts of households that existed in the valley during the period of study. Annual data
on water sources and estimated soil dryness (Adjusted Palmer Drought Severity Index) for each
grid location on the map are provided. The model used a normal distribution to map relative
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quality of soil over the map. The agent-based model simulates the rise and fall of households
over a geographic map of the valley over time and produces a time series of annual household
count. The original purpose of the Artificial Anasazi was to test if environmental factors could
have triggered the sudden disappearance of the Anasazi from the Long House Valley around 1350
AD.

Figure 4.1: Ancestral Pueblo ruins on the valley floor at the Bandalier National Monument, a site
similar to the Long House valley. (Photo credits: Chathika Gunaratne)

Critics of the Artificial Anasazi have argued that the agent-based model itself is but a single candidate explanation of the social phenomenon at hand, the rise and fall of the Anasazi population
over time [18]. However, this can be viewed as an advantage as the Artificial Anasazi can be used
as a test-bed to discover multiple plausible explanations of the population dynamics of the Long
Valley at the time. Testing combinations of hypothesized factors that may have influenced actual
decision-making processes of the individuals results in a vast search space of plausible Artificial
Anasazi behavior results. We concentrated on a particular sub-model of the Artificial Anasazi: the
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farm plot selection strategy. The households perform farm plot selection under two conditions:
1) when a new child household is hatched by a household that has enough resources to increase
its family size, or 2) when the current farm plot is unable to produce enough yield to satisfy the
nutrition needs of the household anymore. The original model, hypothesizes that the households
simply selected the next closest available farm plot to the household’s current farm plot during
farm plot selection, i.e., minimizing over distance. A patch must be free of farms or households
and not be located inside a water body to be available. Consequently, the original farm selection
strategy ignores other sensory data available to the households regarding the land and the state of
other households in the valley.

Figure 4.2: Cliff dwellings of the ancestral Pueblo at the Bandalier National Monument. (Photo
credits: Chathika Gunaratne)
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Hypothesized Alternate Factors Influencing Farm Plot Selection

Human social behavior is rarely entirely rational. Accordingly, our hypothesis proposed that the
farm selection decisions of the ancestral Pueblo were complex, and took into account the state
of the potential farm plots available to them and the social influences of other households around
them. Agent_Zero [9] models the human decision making process into three dimensions: social,
emotional and rational. Similarly, factors hypothesized to influence the farm plot selection process
within these dimensions were defined. The social component is expressed through four mutually
exclusive social connectivity configurations through which the agent could receive information on
a subset of potential farm plots, s, out of the entire set of potential farm plots in the valley, SAll . The
received information is then processed through a utility function f (x) defined as a combination of
factors and operators, F, which consider both the internal state of the household and the conditions
of the farm plot and its surroundings in order to determine the next farm plot x0 ∈s⊂ SAll as in
Eq (4.1).
x0 = argmax f (x)

(4.1)

x∈s⊂SAll

Households in the original Artificial Anasazi model consider a single factor, distance, which will
be referred to as FDist , and choose the potential farm plot with minimal distance to their current
farm location. No further factors are considered in the decision making process. Furthermore, the
original model assumes that the households have complete information of the valley, and every
potential farm plot is compared. Therefore, the farm selection process of the original Artificial
Anasazi can be represented as in Eq (4.1).
x0 = argmax(−FDist (x))
x∈SAll
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(4.2)

Arguing that the farm selection decision may have been more complex, considering a variety of
other factors, an extended factor set is proposed, consisting of four social and five rational factors, namely: homophily by age (FHAge ), homophily by agricultural productivity (FHAgri ), social
presence (FSoc ), migration from current zone (FMig ), comparison of quality (FQual ), comparison of
dryness (FDry ), comparison of yield (FYeild ), comparison of water availability (FWater ), and comparison of distance (FDist ). Additionally, the numerical operators + and − are included in F, for
the aggregation of sub-scores reported by the social/emotional and rational factors.
Four hypothesized configurations of social connectivity were included F. These configurations
determined the subset of all viable farm plots that were to be considered by the households for
comparison.

• Full information (SAll ): Households had complete knowledge of all potential farm plots in
the valley. Full information was used by agents in the original version of the model, assuming
that each household knew and compared every potential farm plot in the Long House Valley.
• Family inherited information (SFam ): Households solely depended on information available through their ‘family’. Families are defined as a household’s parent household, sibling
households, any surviving grandparents, and the household itself.
• Nearest-neighbor information (SNeigh ): agents only consider the farm plots known to their
neighboring households within a fixed radius of their current location.
• Best performers SPer f : Households only consider potential farm plots known to the best
performing households, demonstrating a leadership dynamic.

Four social/emotional factors were included in F: two types of homophily (the tendency for social
entities to congregate among those with similar traits), need for social presence, and one of fleeing/migration. Each social/emotional factor returned a sub-score representing the desirability of
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each evaluated farm plot. Sub-scores were normalized within the factors, to lie in the range of 0 to
1, for fair comparison.

• Homophily by age (FHAge ): Households prefer to select farm plots near other households
that are of similar age, where age is measured as the number of simulation steps the household has survived since splitting from its parent.
• Homophily by agricultural productivity (FHAgri ): Households tend to select farm plots
near other households with a similar corn stock to itself.
• Social presence (FSoc ): Agents score potential farm plots with many nearby households
higher than those in isolation.
• Fleeing/migration (FMig ): Agents score potential farm plots that are in a completely different zone than the current one with a full sub-score, while patches in the same zone receive a
sub-score of zero.

Five Rational factors considered for the farm selection process were logical comparisons of sensory
data on the potential farm plots already available to the households in the original model. Similar
to the social/emotional factors, rational factors also returned a normalized sub-score of farm plot
desirability between 0 and 1.

• Comparison of quality (FQual ): Higher sub-scores were reported for potential farm plots
with higher quality of land.
• Comparison of dryness (FDry ): Higher sub-scores were reported for potential farm plots
with higher dryness of land.
• Comparison of yield (FYeild ): Higher sub-scores were reported for potential farm plots that
were known to have higher yield in the previous year.
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• Water availability (FWater ): Higher sub-scores were reported for potential farm plots with
more nearby water sources.
• Comparison of distance (FDist ): Higher sub-scores were reported for potential farm plots
that were closer to the current farm plot location.

The addition (+) and subtraction (−) operators were included as primitives of the genetic program
to construct rules from the hypothesized factors.

Experiments

Twenty genetic programming runs were executed with the objective of minimizing the (RMSE) between the simulated household count to the actual household count over 550 simulation ticks of the
Artificial Anasazi. Details on the RMSE calculation can be found in [85]. In order to ensure robustness of the evolved rules, the parameters of the ABM were randomly initialized with values ±5%
about the optimal parameter values found through Stonedahl’s calibration of the Artificial Anazasi
through a genetic algorithm [16] (ie: water source distance = (10.925, 12.075), death age span =
(9.5, 10.5), min fertility = (0.1615, 0.1785), base nutrition need = (175.75, 194.25), fertility span =
(0.0285, 0.0315), min fertility ends age = (27.55, 30.45), harvest variance = (0.418, 0.462), harvest
adjustment = (0.608, 0.672), maize gift to child = (0.4465, 0.4935), min death age = (38.0, 42.0),
fertility ends age span = (4.75, 5.25)). Each genetic program run was executed for 100 generations
over populations of 50 individuals. Syntax trees of minimum depth 4 and maximum depth 10 were
used to avoid trees exhibiting bloat. The Half-and-Half tree builder was used for initialization [59].
Finally, new farm selection strategies were designed taking into account the insights gained through
Evolutionary Model Discovery. The robustness of the Artificial Anasazi with these new strategies
were tested against the original model by comparing the RMSE of 100 runs of each model under
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randomized initialization of parameters within the ranges above.

Results

The resulting best farm selection strategies evolved by the genetic program by run are provided in
Table 6.1 along with their respective RMSE values. 15 of the runs produced RMSE values lower
than the current best RMSE in the literature obtained through parameter calibration of the Artificial
Anasazi model with the original farm plot selection by closeness (733.6) [4]. All best scoring rules
for each run utilized SAll , i.e., the model produced best results when the agents had full information regarding available farm plots as shown in Fig. 4.3, comparing SAll , SFam , SNeigh , and SPer f
over the complete factor presence to fitness data. One-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests comparing
the fitness of all rules by their social connectivity configurations confirmed that rules with SAll had
significantly (α = 0.05) lower RMSE than the other three configurations: argmaxx∈SAll f (x) <
argmaxx∈SFam f (x) (p = 2.045 × 10−113 ), argmaxx∈SAll f (x) < argmaxx∈SNeigh f (x) (p = 4.856 ×
10−154 ), argmaxx∈SAll f (x) < argmaxx∈SPer f f (x) (p = 1.983 × 10−57 ). Also, rules with SNeigh
were shown to have significantly (alpha=0.05) lower RMSE than those with SFam and SPer f :
argmaxx∈SNeigh f (x) < argmaxx∈SFam f (x) (p = 3.535 × 10−14 ), argmaxx∈SNeigh f (x) <
argmaxx∈SPer f f (x) (p = 2.339−24 ). Finally, rules with SFam were shown to have significantly (alpha=0.05) lower RMSE than rules with SPer f : argmaxx∈SFam f (x) < argmaxx∈SPer f f (x) (p = 0.012).
Accordingly, the rest of the analyses detailed in this paper were performed on rules where the social
connectivity configuration was SAll .
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Figure 4.3: Best fit to data was obtained under SAll . Comparison of the RMSE produced by
the Artificial Anasazi model when agents had full information (SAll ), information through family
households (SFam ), information through the households with most agricultural success (SPer f ), or
information through neighboring households (SNeigh ). Models that used SAll produced the lowest
RMSE overall argmaxx∈SAll f (x) < argmaxx∈SFam f (x) (p = 2.045 × 10−113 ), argmaxx∈SAll f (x) <
argmaxx∈SNeigh f (x) (p = 4.856 × 10−154 ), argmaxx∈SAll f (x) < argmaxx∈SPer f f (x) (p = 1.983 ×
10−57 ).
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Table 4.1: The candidate farm selection strategies of models produced by the Evolutionary Model
Discovery process along with their best fitness as reported by the genetic programming search.
GP Run
0

Best scoring rule
argmax(FMig (x))

Best Fitness
753.43

x∈SAll

1

argmax(−FDist (x) − FDry (x) + 2 ∗ FMig (x))

755.27

argmax(FYield (x) + FHAgri (x))

709.50

x∈SAll

2

x∈SAll

3

argmax(FMig (x) − FHAgri (x))

738.95

argmax(FMig (x))

730.48

x∈SAll

4

x∈SAll

5

argmax(FDist (x))

752.52

x∈SAll

6

argmax(FDist (x))

728.29

x∈SAll

7

argmax(FYield (x))

714.21

x∈SAll

8

argmax(FDist (x) − FDry (x))

734.25

argmax(4 ∗ FDist (x) + FDry (x) + FQual (x) + FWater (x) + FSoc (x) + FHAge (x))

701.21

argmax(FDist (x) + FQual (x) + FWater (x) − FYield (x) + FMig (x) + FSoc (x))

720.285

argmax(FMig (x))

723.63

x∈SAll

9

x∈SAll

10

x∈SAll

11

x∈SAll

12

argmax(FDist (x) + FQual (x) + 2 ∗ FYield (x) + 2 ∗ FMig (x) + FSoc (x) + FHAgri (x))

687.12

argmax(FDist (x) + FSoc (x))

732.19

x∈SAll

13

x∈SAll

14

argmax(FQual (x))

728.77

x∈SAll

15

argmax(FQual (x))

706.28

x∈SAll

16

argmax(FDist (x) + 2 ∗ FQual (x) + FYield (x) + FSoc (x) + 3 ∗ FHAge (x))

715.96

argmax(FMig (x))

715.47

x∈SAll

17

x∈SAll

18

argmax(−FDist (x) + FSoc (x) − FHAgri (x))

701.44

argmax(FQual (x) + FMig (x) + FSoc (x))

701.30

x∈SAll

19

x∈SAll
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Fig. 4.4 displays the distribution of RMSE against factor presence, for presence values that were
recorded in at least 200 rules across the 20 genetic program runs. Negative correlations to RMSE
(higher fitness) are seen between FDist , FQual , FWater , FYield , FMig , FSoc , and FAge , and in general the
genetic program favored the positive presence of these factors, and evolved more rules with these
factors having a positive effect on farm selection. FDry on the other hand had a negative correlation
to RMSE for presence less than 2.
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Figure 4.4: RMSE vs Factor Presence under SAll . RMSE distributions by factor presence produced
by Evolutionary Model Discovery of the farm selection strategy of the Artificial Anasazi under SAll .
Only presence values that appeared at least 200 times in the genetic program are displayed. Most
factors display negative correlations to RMSE, while FDry shows a positive correlation.
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The random forest fit the factor presence to fitness data best for a forest of 520 regression trees,
testing from 10 to 1000 trees with a train/test split 90%-10%. Accordingly, a forest of 520 trees
was used for factor importance determination. Factor importance under SAll obtained through both
the gini importance and permutation accuracy importance techniques can be seen in Fig. 4.5. Gini
importance generally had less precise estimations than permutation accuracy importance. Yet both
techniques indicated FQual as the factor of highest importance towards RMSE prediction. FSoc ,
FMig , and FDist also scored higher importance values than the other factors hypothesized. Fig. 4.6
displays the p-values of one-tailed Mann Whitney U tests (alpha=0.05), comparing the permutation importance of each factor A against every other factor B, testing the alternate hypothesis:
importance of A > importance of B. According to the results, 7 of the 9 factors showed significant
difference and could be ordered in terms of permutation accuracy importance as FQual , FSoc , FDist ,
FMig , FWater , FYield , FHAgri , FHAge , and FDry .

Gini Importance

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

FQual
FSoc
FDist
FMig
FWater
FYield
FHAgri
FHAge
FDry

Permutation Accuracy Importance

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Figure 4.5: FQual , FSoc , FDist , and FMig have highest Gini and Permutation Accuracy Importance.
Gini importance and permutation accuracy importance of the hypothesized factors towards a random forest’s ability to predict the models’ RMSE. Gini importance results are less decisive than
permutation accuracy importance. Both techniques agree that FQual , FSoc , FDist , and FMig are the
most important factors.
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A

B
FDry FHAge FHAgri FYield FWater FMig FDist FSoc FQual
FQual

9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 5.2e-01

FSoc

9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 5.2e-01 1.0e+00

FDist

9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 5.2e-01 1.0e+00 1.0e+00

FMig

9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 5.2e-01 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00

FWater

9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 9.1e-05 5.2e-01 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00

FYield

9.1e-05 1.6e-04 4.4e-02 5.2e-01 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00

FHAgri

9.1e-05 1.1e-03 5.2e-01 9.6e-01 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00

FHAge

9.1e-05 5.2e-01 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00

FDry

5.2e-01 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00 1.0e+00

Figure 4.6: Statistical confirmation of the existence of order by importance among causal factors.
Results from systematic Mann-Whitney U tests on the permutation accuracy importance results.
The cells contain p-values for the alternate hypothesis that A > B (null hypothesis A = B). Green
cells indicate agreement of the alternate hypothesis. The results indicate a clear ordering of the
factors by importance.

Fig. 4.7 compares the top ten joint contributions towards RMSE prediction of the random forest by
individual factors, and joint contributions of factors considered in pairs and triples. Again, FQual
demonstrates far higher importance than any other factor or factor interaction. The factor pairs
(FQual , FMig ) and (FQual , FSoc ) also demonstrate high importance, followed by (FQual , FMig , FSoc ),
(FDry , FQual , FMig ), and (FDist , FQual , FSoc ). Overall, FQ ual is present in all highest scoring joint
contributions. Despite FDry having very low individual importance, FDry showed higher importance
when considered in combination with FQual and FMig .
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Factor Interaction

['FQual']
['FQual', 'FMig']
['FQual', 'FSoc']
['FQual', 'FMig', 'FSoc']
['FDry', 'FQual', 'FMig']
['FDist', 'FQual', 'FSoc']

0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
Normalized Contribution to Random Forest Prediction
Figure 4.7: FQual , [FQual ,FMig ], and [FQual FSoc ] have highest joint contribution to farm plot selection. Ordered barchart of highest normalized joint contribution scores of factors and interactions
of three or less under SAll . Again, FQual shows a far larger contribution to the random forest’s
ability to predict model RMSE than other factors and factor interactions, and is present in all of the
highest contributing interactions. Interactions [FQual ,FMig ] and [FQual ,FSoc ] also demonstrate high
joint contribution.

Considering the evidence of FQual , FSoc , FMig , FDist , and FDry as important factors, Fig. 4.8 demonstrates Mann Whitney U tests conducted for each factor Fi , for the alternate hypothesis that RMSE
when presence of Fi was A, is less than the RMSE when presence of Fi was B in rules with SAll .
Models with positive presence of FQual , FSoc , FDist , and FMig showed significantly higher fitness
(with the exception of when presence of FMig = -2). Models with strong positive or negative presence of FDry showed lower RMSE overall, most likely a result of FDry ’s interaction with FQual ,
FSoc , or FMig . The lowest median RMSE for (FQual , FSoc ) was 985 at presence of FSoc at 5 and
presence of FQual at; the lowest median RMSE for (FQual , FMig ) was 997 at presence of FMig at 3
and presence of FQual at 5.
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6
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Figure 4.8: Optimal presence scores for causal factors with highest importance. Results from
systematic one-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests between presence values of the 5 most important factors for the alternate hypothesis: RMSE for presence A < RMSE for presence B (null hypothesis:
RMSE for presence A = RMSE for presence B) for α = 0.05. Green cells indicate agreement of
the alternate hypothesis. Results indicate that for FQual , FSoc , FMig , and FDist RMSE is generally
lower for higher, positive presence. For FDry , both negative and higher positive presence may
provide low RMSE scores.

Finally, rules following the three highest joint contributions were constructed using the best values for each factor concerned: argmaxx∈SAll (FQual (x)), argmaxx∈SAll (5FSoc (x) + 6FQual (x)), and
argmaxx∈SAll (3FMig (x) + 5FQual (x)), and RMSE was compared against the original farm selection strategy argmaxx∈SAll (−FDist (x)) for 100 runs each under random initialization of parameters
within the ranges specified in section 4. Fig. 4.9 shows that all three of these rules derived through
Evolutionary Model Discovery have significantly lower RMSE than that of the original farm selection strategy under randomized parameter initialization.
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Figure 4.9: Models designed through Evolutionary Model Discovery insights are significantly
more robust. Comparison between the RMSE of 100 runs of three models with farm selection
strategies designed taking into consideration the insights from Evolutionary Model Discovery,
1) argmaxx∈SAll (FQual (x)), 2) argmaxx∈SAll (5FSoc (x) + 6FQual (x)), and 3) argmaxx∈SAll (3FMig (x) +
5FQual (x)), against 100 runs of the original farm selection strategy argmaxx∈SAll (−FDist (x))
in [1, 2, 3, 4], under random initialization of parameters. The three farm selection strategies derived
from Evolutionary Model Discovery are far more robust under random parameter initialization and
show significantly better RMSE scores compared to the original model.

Discussion

Mechanistic Explanation Upon failure of a farm plot, the ancestral Pueblo households of the
Long House valley, were likely to consider the whole valley in search of new land to farm on,
preferring areas that indicated higher soil quality, higher social presence, and farming further
away from areas where farm plots failed previously.
Applying Evolutionary Model Discovery on the Artificial Anasazi, I show that the socio-agricultural
behavior of the ancestral Pueblo of the Long House Valley was more deliberative and informed
than originally assumed. Our results indicate that, contrary to the original farm selection behavior, where households would select the next closest possible plot of land once their present farm
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was depleted, the households most likely selected potential farming land with higher soil quality
(FQual ). Further, it was highly likely that the households had good knowledge of the potential arable
land throughout the valley, since SAll was the best social connectivity configuration for information
spread. Also, the desire to congregate into communities was indicated, as positive desire for social
presence (FSoc ) was the second most important factor, and acting on information on arable land
known to neighboring households (SNeigh ) was the second most successful social connectivity configuration. Further, instead of choosing closer potential farm plots (−FDist ), choosing farm plots
that were further away from the households current farm plot (FDist ) or moving to a completely
different zone in the region (FMig ) was found to be a more likely behavior. Finally, versions of
the Artificial Anasazi where farm plot selection was driven by seeking higher quality land, higher
quality land with more social presence, and higher quality land in different zones, all proved to be
significantly more robust than the decision to move to the next closest available plot of land (Fig.
4.9).
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CHAPTER 5: CASE STUDY 2: MIXED PATTERNS OF RESIDENTIAL
SEGREGATION AND INTEGRATION

Why do communities of individuals with no racial bias still maintain pockets of segregation?
Among the earliest phenomena recognized as an unexpected, emergent result of complex interactions at an individual-scale, this phenomena was originally studied by Thomas Schelling in his
seminal, model of residential segregation [104]. One of the earliest demonstrations of the value
of Agent-Based Modeling in the Computational Social Sciences, Schelling’s model of segregation
[104] modeled the dynamics of residential segregation among two races sharing a common spatial
residential region. Through his model, Schelling demonstrated how populations of individuals who
did not prefer a majority of their neighbors to be of similar race, could still end up in segregated
neighborhoods. Each agent prefers to have F percent of its immediate neighbors be of similar race.
In the original model, F is a homogeneous parameter of the Agent-Based Model. The only other
parameter of the Agent-Based Model is the density of agents D in the residential region. An agent
that is able to satisfy this condition is labeled as ‘happy’. If an agent is unhappy, i.e. if there are
not enough neighbors of its own race as its immediate neighbors of its current location c to satisfy
F, the agent decides to move its residence to a random new location. The rule of racial preference
for any agent a used in Schelling’s Segregation can be represented as follows:

Relocatea ⇐⇒ Ha 6= 1
Ha = fa (c) > F
Where H is the boolean state of happiness of the agent and fa (c) is the percentage of similar neighbors immediately surrounding the agent a at location c. In the original Schelling’s Segregation, the
above inequality is the sole determinant of an agent’s decision to relocate. This rule expresses the
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agent’s internal disposition to its neighborhood. It does not consider the influence of the disposition
of other agents in its neighborhood.

Hatna’s Model of Mixed Segregation-Integration Patterns

Hatna and Benenson [105], extend the original Schelling’s Segregation model in several ways.
Most importantly, The desirability of a residential location on the grid is measured through a utility
function, ua,i , eq. 5.1.

ua,i =




 fa (i) , if fa (i) < Fa ∧ Fa > 0,
Fa


1,

(5.1)

otherwise.

Where, i is a location considered by agent a, Fa is its personal tolerance to the fraction of racially
similar neighbors, and fa is its current fraction of friends. The agents would relocate to a patch i if
its utility, ua,i , exceeded the utility of its current patch, c, as shown in eq. 5.2.

Relocate ⇐⇒ (∃iua,i > ua,c ) ∨ (ua,c = 1 ∧ p < m)

(5.2)

Where, p is a uniform random noise function and m the probability of moving despite complete
satisfaction, a parameter of the model. The utility function eq. 5.1 was still premised on the
Schelling’s original thesis of racial preference. Additionally, they separate the processes of needing
to leave one’s current household and the decision to move to a new residential location. This allows
agent’s who desire to move to a new location to resist moving unless they find a more desirable
location to move to. Further, this model, allows agent’s who are completely satisfied with their
current location to still move to a new location at a certain probability, acting as a noise function.
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They allow for heterogeneous tolerance experimenting with ratios of high and low tolerance agents
and distributions of tolerance, in addition to ratios of the abundance of both races.
Hatna and Benenson are able to demonstrate that with these extensions, slightly mixed patterns of
segregation and integration are able to co-exist within a population for specific parameter values.
They provide evidence through spatio-demographic analysis of several cities, showing that such
mixed patterns are more likely to exist in urban areas. They develop a metric, the C-index [106],
which is able to quantify the equal existence of segregated and integrated areas on a single map.
In [105], they provide extensive analysis of the racial tolerance distributions and race abundance
ratios that are able to produce residential patterns with high c-indices. It is seen that C-index is
highest when both races are in equal proportion and there are equal numbers of highly racially
intolerant and highly racially tolerant individuals.
However, racial preference is not the sole factor defining the desirability of a residence. Perhaps
other factors could lead to stronger mixed patterns with higher c-indices. Several factors such as
financial suitability, safety and stability of the neighborhood, or familiarity with the neighborhood,
usually affect the decision to select a place of resident, to name a few. The question however, is
how important these factors are towards the emergence of mixed patterns of segregation to form?
With minimal modification to the Hatna’s model of segregation I test the importance of racial
preference against several other hypothesized factors on their ability to produce mixed patterns of
segregation and integration.

Causal Factors for Mixed Patterns of Segregation and Integration

The following factors are hypothesized to affect the desirability of a new location of residence.
Each factor provides a utility sub-score between 0 and 1 and takes in a location of interest or the
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current residential location as a parameter.

• Fraction of racial similarity FRace : The fraction of agents in the neighborhood who are of
the same race as the agent. This is the factor considered in both Schelling’s seminal work
[104] and Hatna’s more recent model [105]
• Mean neighborhood’s tolerance FTolMean : Represents the typical tolerance to the other race
shown in the neighborhood. Measured as the mean racial tolerance of all the agents in the
neighborhood.
• Diversity of neighborhood’s tolerance FTolDiv : Represents the diversity of tolerance shown
in the neighborhood towards the other race. Measured as the variance of the racial tolerance
of all the agents in the neighborhood.
• Neighborhood isolation FIsol : Represents the isolation of the neighborhood. The normalized number of unoccupied locations in the neighborhood.
• Length of residence FRes : Represents the time spent in the neighborhood. Measures the
number of time steps this agent has resided at the location.
• Mean satisfaction of neighborhood residents FSatMean : Scores higher if the residents of
the neighborhood of the location are themselves satisfied. Measured by taking the mean of
the home utility of the residents in the neighborhood of the location being considered.
• Diversity of satisfaction of neighborhood residents FSatDiv : Scores higher if the residents
of the neighborhood show more diverse levels of satisfaction. Measured by taking the variance of the home utility of the residents in the neighborhood of the location being considered.
• Distance FDist : Measures the distance the location is from the agent’s current home patch.
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• Tendency to move FMove : Scores higher if the agent has moved residential locations more
frequently in the past. If the location considered is the home patch, measured as 1 - the
number of residences the agent has had in the past divided by the number of ticks. If the
location considered is not the home patch then is measured as the number of residences the
agent has had in the past divided by the number of ticks.

The addition (+) and subtraction (−) operators were included as primitives of the genetic program
to construct rules from the hypothesized factors.

Experiments

Hatna’s NetLogo implementation of residential segregation [105] was extended for Evolutionary
Model Discovery. The utility function measuring desirability was tagged as the entry point for
EMD with implementations of the factors defined in 5.
In [105], C-index is found to be highest when equal proportions of the two races (blue and green)
were present, along with equal proportions of less tolerant and highly tolerant agents of both races.
Accordingly, the fraction of blue agents was set to 0.5, and tolerance distributions of both blue and
green races was set to 50% 0.125 and 50% 0.833 to match the parameter values found in [105].
Density was allowed to vary uniform randomly in the range [0.5...0.9] in increments of 0.05. The
probability of a happy agent relocating was set to 0.01. Neighborhoods were considered as the grid
locations 1 hop away from a patch. The model was run for 100 ticks per simulation.
The genetic program parameters for EMD was set as follows. Mutation rate was set to 0.1,
crossover rate to 0.8, minimum depth set to 2, maximum depth set to 6, and population size was
set to 50 models per generation. The results over 5 genetic program runs were used for factor
importance analysis through random forest regression.
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Results

The results of running Evolutionary Model Discovery on Hatna’s model of segregation are discussed in this section. Fig. 5.1 displays the marginal distributions of C-index produced by varying
values of the presence of each factor. In this case, unlike that of the Artificial Anasazi Sec.4, or as
later discussed in the case of notification prioritization Sec. 6, a more limited region of the factor
space was explored by the genetic program. This is indicated by the fact that most factors only
had 2 or 3 unique presence values which appeared at least in 100 samples of the data produced
by the genetic program. Higher C-index is desired for the existence of mixed patterns. Preference
for race and preference for isolation seem to have the largest impact on the C-index. Diversity
of satisfaction and diversity of tolerance also seemed to have a slight effect on the C-index with
the C-index maximal for FSatDiv = −1 and FTolDiv = 1. However, further statistical analysis was
required to confirm these findings.
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Table 5.1: Best 20 rules that produced the highest C-index, greatest mixing of segregated of integrated residential locations.
Rule
ua,i = FRace (i) − FMove (i) + 2FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) − FMove (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) − FMove (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = 2FRace (i) − FMove (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = 2FRace (i) − 2FMove (i) + 2FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) − FMove (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = 2FRace (i) + FSatMean (i) − 2FMove (i) + 2FIsol (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) − FMove (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) − FMove (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) − FMove (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) − 2FMove (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = 2FRace (i) − FMove (i) + FIsol (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) − FMove (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) − FMove (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) − 2FMove (i) + 2FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = 2FRace (i) − FMove (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) − FMove (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) − 4FMove (i) + 3FIsol (i) + 2FTolDiv (i)
ua,i = FRace (i) − FMove (i) + FIsol (i) + FTolDiv (i)
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Figure 5.1: Marginal distributions of C-index with varying presence of the hypothesized factors
driving mixed patterns of segregation (only presence values for which the genetic program produced at least 100 samples are considered). Higher C-index indicates . FRace and FIsol show the
largest variation in C-index. Moderately negative (-1) FSatDiv and positive FTolDiv also show higher
C-index. Other factors considered do not show any visible relationships and require statistical tests
of significance.
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The results of first order random forest importance evaluation on the data produced by the genetic
program are displayed in Fig. 5.2. There was some disagreement between the two techniques,
compared to Permutation importance, Gini importance underestimates the improtance of FTolDiv
and FMove . However, both methods agree that FRace , FIsol , and FTolDiv have are among the most
important factors for mixed pattern generation. Permutation importance rated FTolDiv as the most
important factor and FMove as the second most important factor, though a significant uncertainty
was attributed to FMove . FSatDiv , FRes , FTolMean , FSatMean , and FDist had relatively low importance.
Gini Importance

Permutation Accuracy Importance

FMove
FRace
FIsol
FTolDiv
FSatDiv
FRes
FSatMean
FDist
FTolMean
0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
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0.3

0.4
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Figure 5.2: Gini and Permutation importance values for factors hypothesized to generate mixed
patterns of segregation and integration. There is some disagreement between the two techniques,
yet FRace , FIsol , and FTolDiv are give high importance by both techniques. Permutation importance
indicates that FMove also has high importance but with high uncertainty on this measurement.

The p-values of Mann-Whitney U tests comparing the permutation importance of each factor are
shown in Fig. 5.3 for the alternate hypothesis that A > B for all factors A and B (null hypothesis
A = B, α = 0.05). Green cells indicated where there was no evidence for supporting the null hypothesis at a significance of α = 0.05. Despite being unable to distinguish between the importance
of FRace and FIsol , and FRes and FTolMean , there was a reasonable ordering of the importance of
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the hypothesized causal factors; in descending order of importance: FTolDiv ,FMove ,FRace and FIsol ,
FSatDiv , FRes and FTolMean , FSatMean , and FDist .
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Figure 5.3: P-values of Mann-Whitney U tests comparing significance of difference in permutation
importance of factors for mixed patterns (alternate hypothesis that A > B; null hypothesis A =
B, α = 0.05). Green cells indicate agreement of the alternate hypothesis. Results indicate an
statistically confirmed ordering of factors by importance, except of the a lack of difference between
FRace and FIsol , and FRes and FTolMean .

Joint contributions of interactions of three or less factors are shown in 5.4. Interestingly, the presence of the three factors FRace , FIsol , and FTolDiv together provided the highest contribution to the
predictions made by the random forest. FIsol alone showed relatively modest importance as well.
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Figure 5.4: Joint contributions of factors towards the generation of mixed patterns of segregation
and integration. The factor interaction [FRace , FIsol , FTolDiv ] show the highest joint importance.
Moderate importance is shown by FIsol alone.

Considering the previous results the top five factors causing mixed patterns to form in Hatna’s
model of segregation were FRace , FTolDiv , FIsol , FMove , and FSatDiv . Fig. 5.5 shows the p-values
of conducting pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests for significant difference in C-index produced by
the different presence values considered for each of these factors. The alternate hypothesis of this
test was RMSE for presence A < RMSE for presence B (null hypothesis: RMSE values are equal)
and α = 0.05. Green cells indicate instances were there was evidence for falsification of the null
hypothesis. Mixed patterns were more likely to form when both FRace and FIsol were not present in
the model, FTolDiv was 1„ FSatDiv was -1. There was insufficient evidence to make a conclusion on
the best value for FMove .
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Figure 5.5: Optimal presence scores of the top 5 causal factors important to the generation of
mixed patterns of segregation and integration. Shown above are p-values of Mann-Whitney U
tests on pairwise comparisons of the marginal C-index produced user presence of A and B for the
alternate hypothesis RMSE for presence A < RMSE for presence B (null hypothesis: RMSE values
are equal), α = 0.05. Green squares indicate that the test showed was unable to falsify the null
hypothesis. Results demonstrate that preference for diversity in tolerance and avoidance of areas
with high variance in neighborhood satisfaction is important, while preference of race or isolation
can inhibit emergence of mixed patterns.

Taking into account the results above, models including FMove , FIsol , FTolDiv , and FSatDiv with their
optimal presence values were created and compared against the original utility function containing only FRace . In particular, models containing the rules: ua,i = −2FMove (i) + 3FIsol + 3FTolDiv (i),
ua,i = −2FMove (i)+3FIsol (i)+2FRace (i), and ua,i = −2FMove (i)+2FRace (i)+3FIsol (i)+3FTolDiv (i)+
2FSatDiv (i), where compared against the original rule ua,i = FRace (i). Fig. 5.6 compares c-indices
of 100 simulations of each model under random D in the range [0.5, 0.9]. The models created with
insights from Evolutionary Model Discovery showed the ability to produce higher C-index values
despite random parameter settings. The rule ua,i = −2FMove (i) + 3FIsol (i) + 2FRace (i) in particular
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was able to allow the model to generate significantly higher C-index values than the other rules.

FRace

−2 ∗ FMove + 3 ∗ FIsol + 3 ∗ FTolDiv
−2 ∗ FMove + 3 ∗ FIsol + 2 ∗ FRace
−2 ∗ FMove + 2 ∗ FRace + 3 ∗ FIsol + 3 ∗ FTolDiv + 2 ∗ FSatDiv
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Figure 5.6: 100 Runs of Hatna-Benenson Segregation with residence utility rules inferred
through Evolutionary Model Discovery with randomized parameter initialization. The rule ua,i =
−2FMove (i)+3FIsol (i)+2FRace (i) in particular was able to allow the model to generate significantly
higher C-index values than the other rules.

Discussion

Mechanistic Explanation: Mixed patterns of segregation and integration cannot be explained
by individuals evaluating residential locations on a single factor alone, and instead is the result
of individuals evaluating residential locations on an interplay between resistance to moving from
their current location, preference for less crowded neighborhoods, and preference for higher racial
similarity, prior to moving.
In this chapter Evolutionary Model Discovery was applied to attempt to discover factors causing
the emergence of mixed patterns of coexisting residential segregation and integration. Hatna and
Benenson have shown that in reality urban communities are more likely to not either be completely
segregated nor completely integrated, but have coexisting mixed patterns [105, 106]. Agents of
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Hatna and Beneson’s model of segregation embody the same rule for evaluating the desirability of a
potential neighborhood patch for relocation as originally specified by Schelling [104]. Desirability
of a potential residential location is solely estimated through racial similarity, i.e. locations where
the number of neighbors of similar race are higher are preferred.
In this experiment I have tested multiple factors which I hypothesize to affect the desirability of a
residential location, and as a result, generate the emergence of mixed patterns. Out of the tested
factors, reluctance to move, similar racial preference, and desire for isolation/less crowding were
important in the generation of mixed patterns. Additionally, acceptance of neighborhoods with
diverse tolerance and conflicting satisfaction levels showed moderate importance. Models that are
constructed with these insights consistently have higher C-indices than when only racial preference
was considered. The residential desirability produced highest C-indices when reluctance to move,
similar racial preference, and desire for isolation/less crowding were considered together when
making the decision to move or not. Given that mixed patterns are common in urban environments,
these findings are reflective of the thought processes of urban residents consisting of the above
desires.
The ease of visualizing the macro-state of this model, i.e. the patterns of segregation, allowed
for closer examination, exposing a narrative-like explanation of the contribution of the more important factors towards the emergence of mixed patterns. Fig. 5.7, shows how incrementally
adding factors to the residential location desirability function, affects the macro-state in surprising
ways. FMove and FIsol by themselves produce integrated, unsettled patterns, with low C-indices.
Including both factors at optimal presence, i.e. ua,i = −2FMove (i) + 3FIsol (i), produces a tight
unstable, and constantly shifting mass of agents, compressed by a bubble of isolation, highly
integrated with even lower C-index. FRace by itself, i.e. the original rule ua,i = FRace (i), produces static segregated neighborhoods surrounded by boundaries, as is already known. However,
when FRace is added to ua,i = −2FMove (i) + 3FIsol (i) with its optimal presence to give the rule
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ua,i = −2FMove (i) + 3FIsol (i) + 2FRace (i), neither a bubble of isolation or segregated patterns occur.
Instead, the boundaries disappear and communities with areas of segregation and some regions of
integration, i.e. mixed patterns, quickly emerge and settle into a stable, static state, with far higher
C-index. This demonstrates how there may be instances where desired emergent patterns might
only be generated when multiple causal factors are considered in the decision-making process.

Figure 5.7: A narrative-like explanation of the emergence of mixed patterns (density = 0.75).
Noisy integration, tight integration, and segregation with borders can result from considering reluctance to move, desire for less crowding, and preference for racial similarity separately. Yet,
when considered within the same rule, stable, static mixed patterns easily emerge.
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CHAPTER 6: CASE STUDY 3: PRIORITIZATION OF RESPONSES
UNDER INFORMATION OVERLOAD ON ONLINE SOCIAL MEDIA

What drives compulsive information sharing by highly active social media users? Agent-based
diffusion of information models [107, 108, 109, 110] have been shedding light to our understanding
of the dynamics of information cascades throughout the literature. Understanding the factors that
cause information to go viral online is of high interest to policy makers as this information can be
easily used for the successful dissemination of polarizing propaganda and (dis)information. The
users of online social media are (mostly; many automated bot accounts exist on social media sites)
human and are subject to limits of cognition and attention span.

A Theory of Extended Working Memory and Implications of Information Overload

Due to the biological limits of human cognition, humans are susceptible to information overload.
Extensive research in lab experiments from psychology and neuro-science have shown that humans
posses a working memory [111, 112], in addition to their long-term memory, which functions as
a temporary storage within which individuals keep information for immediate processing. The
information retrieved from long-term memory is recalled and stored in working memory as chunks
of information [113]. However, under information overload, these chunks are reduced to single
units of information [111]. The number of units of information that can be held in working memory
has been shown to be limited due to the limit of cognitive processing. This limit was originally
estimated to be 7 +/- 2 [114] but in more recent studies shown to be around 4 units of information
[115, 116].
The theory of extend self posits that humans have a tendency to depend on familiar physical and
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virtual objects as a means to re-embody oneself, including their memories and identity [117].
Examples of extended self can range from a depending on instructions written in a personal journal
for future reference [118], to online social media profiles [119, 120]. In recent years, increasing
numbers of individuals have become hooked to the use of social media, not only as their main form
of communication, but to re-embody themselves, re-defining themselves with doctored selfies,
catchy taglines, and targeted shares of popular opinion. Motivations for this behavior include
the removal of inhibitions and freedom of expression through anonymity [121, 122, 123], fear of
missing out (or FOMO) [124], and in some cases due to being the sole means of self expression
for oppressed individuals [125].
Considering the premise that online social media allows for the formation of an extended self, the
processes of information overload and memory capacity should reflect in one’s extended memory
and cognition. Extended working memory can be defined as the information stored in a technological scaffold, such the notification feeds of a social media profile, that are accessed in order
to perform tasks. The extended working memory capacity can then be defined as the number of
messages in the extended working memory that individuals are able to respond to, without actively
searching through their notification feed (Actively searching through one’s notification feed could
be considered as accessing one’s long-term memory). However, unlike working memory, the attention associated with extended working memory may be more volatile, depending on the cognition
devoted to the social media profile, i.e., the extended self, by the original self. Similar to working
memory, large in-flows of distracting information on the notification feeds may cause information
overload in an individual. Unlike one’s biological working self, this may lead to an individual
‘detaching’ from their extended self. That is, the overload experienced through an individual’s
extended social media self may force a loss in the attention span an individual dedicates to their
incoming notifications, allowing more notifications to go unanswered. I refer to attention span as
Mt , as it may, therefore, vary with time, t. I model the suppression of attention as having a power-
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law relationship to the information overload experienced by the user, with an exponent, α, which
I refer to as the rate of attention suppression. Of course, there would be an upper limit to extended
working memory, i.e., extended working memory capacity (Mmax ), determined by both properties
of the social media platform and biological limits, which would be observed under unoverloaded
conditions.
In the following sections I discuss how this theory of extended working memory is modeled and
combined with a model of conversation in order to model information dynamics of conversation
participants experiencing information overload through a heterogeneous network of influence.

The Multi-Action Cascade Model of conversation

The (Multi-Action Cascade Model) MACM [126] derives from traditional diffusion of information
models such as the independent cascade model [107, 108, 109, 110], but it is unique, as it is the
first of its kind to simulate diffusion of information in the form of conversations, following the
principles of conversation theory [127], instead of merely simulating the binary adoption of a topic
or opinion. The MACM is based on four premises:

• Premise 1: Diffusion of information over online social media occurs through conversations.
Individuals participate in conversations due to the following factors: 1) influence of other
participants, 2) influence from information sources exogenous to the conversation, or 3) the
internal need to participate in conversation.
• Premise 2: Conversation participants can perform three types of actions: 1) Initiation of a
new conversation, 2) contribution to an existing conversation, 3) sharing existing information
from a conversation.
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• Premise 3: Given a particular topic of interest, the influences q ∈ Q,p ∈ P, and i ∈ I can be
determined from event timeseries data, by measuring the ratio of information flow from the
timeseries of events of the influencing user’s action type to the timeseries of events of the
influenced user’s action type [128, 126].

MACM agents exist on a network of endogenous influence probabilities that govern the probability
that an agent’s neighbor takes a particular action (out of the actions listed in Premise 2) provided
information that the agent has itself performed an action. When a MACM agent performs a particular action, they produce a message, representative of a social media notification, that indicates
which user performed the action, the action type, and the conversation the action is being performed on. These messages are propagated to neighboring agents to which the acting agent has an
influence probability greater than 0 over the receiving agent performing any given action type. The
receiving agents then act on the incoming messages according with a probability indicated by the
influence probability the sender agent has over it, q. MACM messages are thus akin to information
chunks, as referred to in the literature on cognitive models of short-term memory [114, 113]. Once
an MACM agent receives a message, it can then decide to initiate a new conversation on the topic,
contribute to the sender’s conversation, or share the sender’s conversation with other agents. For
the experiments in this paper, q between the agents in the simulations presented in this paper are
derived by considering diadic relationships between social media users, and calculating the ratios
of information flow over time from one user, as the influencer, to another, as the influenced, to the
total information produced by the influencer agents as described in [126]. p and i are established
similarly, but for the purposes of the experiments in this paper, considering the endogenous influence probabilities q is sufficient. The GPU-based implementation of the MACM in python can be
found in [129].
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Modeling Extended Working Memory

We integrate the extended working memory sub-model into MACM based on a further three
premises:

• Premise 4: Information exists in extended working memory in the form of chunks and the
number of chunks can be recalled for immediate processing is quantified by the current
attention span, Mt , of one’s extended self [114, 130, 115, 113].
• Premise 5: Attention span, and effectively responsiveness, to messages has an upper bound
due to cognitive limits Mmax [115, 131].
• Premise 6: Extended selves’ experience the effects of information overload once the number
of incoming messages has exceeded their extended working memory capacity Mmax , after
which the suppression of Mt follows a power-law relationship of exponent α with the amount
of incoming information overload experienced [131, 132, 133]

Fig. 6.1 summarizes our model of extended working memory and the reduction of attention span
under information overload. Individuals modeled in the MACM are often subject to receiving more
than a single message every time step. Often, the influence probability of the sender is insufficient
for the users to act on the particular piece of information within the same time step it was received.
Accordingly, all MACM agents have an actionable information queue which buffers incoming
messages until they are processed and removed in a last-in-first-out manner. If new information is
received by an agent while the actionable information queue is full, then the oldest messages are
pushed out of the queue in a first-in-first-out manner to make room for the incoming messages.
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Figure 6.1: An illustrated demonstration of the actionable information queue and the process of information overloading. Step 1) Actionable information stores incoming information, is accessed in
a last-in-first-out fashion. Its capacity is synonymous to the individual’s current attention span, Mt .
2) Received information is added to the front of the actionable information. A user is overloaded if
Mt is exceeded, in which case a new Mt is calculated based on the extent of overload experienced.
3) Excess messages are dropped in a first-in-first-out fashion, removing the oldest messages first.

In other words, when applied to a social media context, the current actionable information queue
capacity at a given time t, (Mt ), represents the attention span of a conversation participant to incoming notifications. In order to simulate information overload, I allow (Mt ) to varying according
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to the rate of information inflow to the agent. At every time step, the current attention span (Mt ) of
each individual is re-calculated based on the overload (Ot−1 ) experienced by the user due to excessive information in-flow during the previous time step raised to the power of a α (0 <= α <= 1) as
shown in eq.6.1. A parameter of the model, α represents the power-law in [131], which represents
an agent’s susceptibility to loss in responsiveness under information overload.
We model the impact of information overload on attention span to notifications by deriving the
overloading mechanism discovered between reduced user responsiveness under information overload on Twitter described in [131]. The overload experienced by an individual at time t, Ot−1
is calculated as the number of excess messages, beyond the current attention span of the user, as
shown in eq. 6.2, i.e. by how many messages does the sum of number of messages that were
received from the previous time step (Rt−1 ) and the number of messages left over on the actionable information queue from the previous time step (|At−1 |) exceed the extended working memory
capacity, Mmax . Ot−1 has a lower limit of 0. [131] estimate the value of Mmax to be 30.



Mt−1 − Oα , if Oα <= Mt−1
t−1
t−1
Mt =

0,
otherwise

(6.1)



(|At−1 | + |Rt−1 |) − Mmax , if |At−1 | + |Rt−1 | >= Mmax
Ot−1 =

0,
otherwise

(6.2)

If Mt < |At−1 |+|Rt−1 |, the oldest messages in the actionable information queue are removed during
at t until |At | = Mt .
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Causal Factors for Notification Response Prioritization

The original model of extended working memory assumes that when experiencing information
overload, individuals tend to focus their attention towards information that they have received more
recently. In other words, notifications that are received more recently are given higher priority for
response. However, it is necessary to test whether there is sufficient evidence that message recency
is in fact the factor that drives message prioritization. There could exist other factors, pertaining to
qualities of the influencer or the information content that the notification displays that affect this
prioritization process.
In order to test the importance of message recency, I propose seven other factors that may possibly
affect the prioritization of notifications for response. All eight hypothesized factors are listed
below:

• Conversation popularity FConvPop : Conversation popularity represents the global popularity
of a particular information cascade. It is measured by the normalized number of users that
have responded to the conversation created by the root message that was created by the
original poster.
• Conversation size FConvSize : Conversation size represents the global volume of a particular information cascade. It is measured by the normalized number of responses that have
accumulated to the root message that was created by the original poster.
• Initiators popularity FInitPop : Initiator’s popularity represents the global popularity of the
conversation initiator. This is measured as the number of times messages by this individual
had been responded too by any individual, normalized by the corresponding maximum in
the data.
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• User common interests FIntr : User common interests measures the number of times the
individual has participated in a conversation which the other user has participated in.
• User reciprocity FRecip : Absolute reciprocity (both positive and negative) between two
users. This was measured as the number of times the individual has responded to an another individual, normalized by the corresponding maximum in the data.
• URL domain popularity FURLPop : URL domain popularity represents the global popularity
of any URL domains that were mentioned by all users. It is measured as the normalized
count of messages that have a reference to the URL domain.
• URL Domain familiarity FURLFam : URL domain familiarity represents the local popularity
of any URL domains, measured as the normalized number of references this individual has
made to the URL domain in their past messages.
• Information expertise FIn f o : Information expertise represents how often this user mentions
a particular piece of information, normalized by the corresponding maximum in the data.
• Recency FRecn : Recency was measured as the reciprocal of the amount of time that had
passed since the message was originally received by the individual.

Unlike the previous two cases, × and ÷ were also included in the genetic program, in addition to
+ and −, which allowed for the evolution of more complicate factor interactions.

Experimental Setup

Evolutionary Model Discovery was run on the model of extended working memory and the multiaction model of conversation. Data used for this experiment was obtained through the DARPA
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SocialSim program 1 . This data consisting of timestamped events of user profiles engaged in
discussion and development related to cyber vulnerabilities and exploits over three social media
platforms, GitHub, Reddit, and Twitter. Each event in the dataset consisted of the following information: 1) time of event, 2) anonymized user identifier, 2) the anonymized event identifier of
the immediate parent event to which this event responds to if any, 3) keywords identifying the
information being discussed by the individual, and 4) domains of any external URLs referred to in
the event. The training period was from February 1st 2017 to April 1st 2017, while the simulation
period was from April 1st 2017 to May 1st 2017. The eight most responsive Twitter users in terms
of their retweet count during the training period were considered as influencees for the experiment.
The influencers of these influencees and their hourly probabilities of influence per action-action
relationship per influencee were measured using pairwise measurements of marginal transfer entropy on the training data according to the MACM [126]. The GPU implementation of MACM
initialization in [129] was used for this purpose. The event data throughout training and simulation
period were used to extract data related to users, conversations, URL domains, and topics that were
required to calculate the measures required for the eight factors described in section 6. The events
performed by the influencers during the simulation period were extracted from the data and loaded
in as MACM messages into the model, while the events performed as responses to these messages
were simulated through MACM and EWM.
The MACM and EWM were implemented in NetLogo. A NetLogo procedure for the calculation
of message utility was included as an extension to the EWM model. This routine was tagged as the
behavior for evolution and evaluation through EMD with implementations of the factors described
in section 6. The time resolution of the model was set to hours to match the probabilities extracted
during the initialization process and was run for 720 ticks simulating the entire month of April,
1 All

user information was completely anonymized in compliance to IRB standards. For more details please see
Appendix A
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2017.
The following metric was used to measure how closely the simulation matched the real world data
in terms of user responsiveness to messages (equation 6.3). The real-world events performed by
the eight influencees in response to the influencers during the period for simulation were isolated.
The number of responses per influencer message, in the real-world data, were then measured.
The same was performed on the messages produced through the simulations. The model fitness
was calculated as the squared root of the sum of the squared errors between the total number of
real (m) for each message received through their
responses by the selected user U in the data RU
sim (m)
influencers, m ∈ mall , against that of the simulation RU

s
RMSE =

1
∑ (RUreal (m) − RUsim(m))2
|mall | m∈m
all

(6.3)

Parameters of the genetic program for EMD were set as follows. Mutation rate was set to 0.1,
crossover rate set to 0.8, tree depth was set between 2 and 10, and population size of 50 individuals
were used, with no fitness caching. Each model was run for 720 time steps. The genetic program
was run for 50 generations.

Results

In this section the results of applying Evolutionary Model Discovery to identify factors driving
the prioritization of Twitter notifications for response among the selected cryptocurrency interestcommunity are discussed. Fig. 6.2 displays the marginal distributions of the RMSE error of
responsiveness under varying values of presence for all nine hypothesized factors. Only factors
presence values for which at least 100 samples were present in the data produced by the genetic
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program have been displayed and have been considered throughout the rest of the analysis. Merely
through observation of the marginal distributions of RMSE, it can be observed that URL related
factors, FURLFam and FURLPop were best when absent and very limited exploration of these factors
were performed by the genetic program. The other factors had at least five values of factor presence for which at least 100 instances were generated through the genetic program. The RMSE
under negative presence of FInitPop was seen to be much lower than when this factor was present
positively. In contrast, the RMSE under positive presence of FRecn was seen to be much lower than
when this factor was present negatively. Relationships between the marginal RMSE and presence
for the other factors were difficult to distinguish visually and required further statistical testing, as
performed below.

Table 6.1: Best 20 rules that produced the lowest RMSE in Responsiveness to the real-world data.
Rule
ua = −FInitPop + FRecn
ua = −FInitPop
ua = −4FInitPop + 3FRecn
ua = FRecn
ua = FRecn − 1FIntr
ua = −2FInitPop + FRecn + 2FRecip
ua = FConvPop + 2FRecn
ua = 2FIn f o − 4FInitPop + 2FRecn
ua = −2FInitPop
ua = FRecn
ua = −FInitPop + FRecn
ua = −2FInitPop + 3FRecn
0
0
ua = [0 FInitPop
,0 FRecn
]
ua = −FInitPop + FRecn
ua = −2FInitPop + FRecn + FIntr
0
0
ua = [0 FInitPop
,0 FRecn
]
ua = −FInitPop + FRecn
ua = −FInitPop + FRecn
ua = −2FInitPop − 1FIntr
ua = −4FInitPop + 2FRecip
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RMSE
7.6597
7.6669
7.6674
7.6706
7.6750
7.6751
7.6751
7.6758
7.6761
7.6765
7.6768
7.6769
7.6776
7.6783
7.6783
7.6786
7.6787
7.6792
7.6798
7.6805

The first-order gini and permutation importance of the top 10 factors and factor interactions found
by training the random forest on the factor presence data are shown in Fig. 6.3. Unlike the
case of mixed patterns of segregation in Sec 5, there was a considerable agreement between
the results of both techniques. FRecn was by far the most important factor when predicting the
RMSE of the models generated by the genetic program, and FInitPop followed with high importance values under both techniques. The interaction between these two factors [FRecn , FInitPop ]
followed with very similar importance to FInitPop . Other factor and factor interactions showed relatively lower importance; FIntr was next with more than 8 times less than that of FRecn , followed
by the interactions [FURLFam , FInitPop , FRecn ], [FIntr , FRecip ], and [FConvSize , FInitPop , FRecn ]. FConvSize
followed by FConvPop , was next in terms of decreasing importance, followed by the interaction
[FInitPop , FRecn , FIntr ]. FIn f o and FURLPop were not among the 10 factors and factors interactions
with highest importance.
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Figure 6.2: Marginal RMSE distributions for factors hypothesized to affect response prioritization
to notifications under information overload. RMSE is generally lower with positive presence of
FRecn and negative presence of FInitPop . RMSE is lowest when factors considering URLs present
in the content, FURLFam and FURLPop , are not considered. Slight correlations are indicated by FIn f o
and FRecip but further statistical tests for significance are required and have been performed below.

Pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests helped further confirm this ordering of factor importance. MannWhitney U tests were conducted for the alternate hypothesis: permutation importance of a factor
A > permutation importance of a factor B (null hypothesis permutation importance of a factor
A = permutation importance of a factor B) for a significance level of 0.05. Fig. 6.4 shows
the p-values for these pairwise tests. The results confirm that there clear ordering to the importance of the hypothesized factors; in descending order of importance: FRecn , FInitPop , FIntr ,
[FURLFam , FInitPop , FRecn ], [FIntr , FRecip ], [FConvSize , FInitPop , FRecn ], FConvSize , FConvPop , [FInitPop , FRecn , FIntr ]
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of Gini and Permuation Accuracy importance of factors hypothesized to drive response prioritization under information overload. A general order of importance is agreed on by both techniques, with the exception of the importance of the interactions
[FURLFam , FInitPop , FRecn ] and [FConvSize , FInitPop , FRecn ].

The joint contributions of interactions of three or less factors are displayed in Fig. 6.5. Again FRecn
by itself shows the highest importance, even greater than interactions of other factors. Interestingly,
FURLPop , when considered with the two factors of highest first-order importance FRecn and FInitPop ,
showed moderate importance. Interactions of other factors with these two factors followed with
relatively lower joint contribution to prediction of the fitness data.
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Figure 6.4: P-values of systematic Mann-Whitney U-test on the first-order permutation accuracy
importance of factors hypothesized to drive the prioritization of response under information overload. The cells contain p-values for one-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests of the alternate hypothesis
that permutation importance of A > permutation importance of B (null hypothesis: permutation importance of A = permutation importance of B) at α = 0.05. Green cells indicate agreement of the
alternate hypothesis. A clear order of descending importance is confirmed FRecn , FInitPop , FConvSize ,
FRecip , FIntr , FIn f o , FConvoPop , FURLPop , and FURLFam .

Given the factor importance results, FRecn , FInitPop , FConvSize , FURLPop , and FRecip are considered
the top five important factors for the generation of mixed patterns of segregation and integration.
The optimal values for these factors are determined through pairwise Mann-Whitney U tests of
the presence values considered for each of these factors. The alternate hypothesis of these tests
were RMSE for presence A < RMSE for presence B (null hypothesis: RMSE values are equal) for
α = 0.05. The p-values for these tests are displayed in Fig. 6.6. Green cells indicate instances
where there was evidence for the falsification of the null hypothesis. The results indicate that
positive FRecn , negative FInitPop were important for the prioritization of notifications for response
under overload. The optimal values for FConvSize were centered around 0, and the optimal value for
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FURLPop was 0. FRecip was generally better with positive presence, particularly at values of 1, 2,
and 4.

Factor Interaction

['FRecn']
['FURLPop', 'FInitPop', 'FRecn']
['FInitPop', 'FRecn']
['FInfo', 'FInitPop', 'FRecn']
['FInitPop', 'FRecn', 'FRecip']
['FInitPop', 'FRecn', 'FIntr']

0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
Normalized Contribution to Random Forest Prediction

Figure 6.5: Joint contributions of interactions of three or less factors. Still, FRecn on its own by far
has the highest joint contribution when predicting model fitness. The interaction of three factors
[FRecn , FInitPop , FURLPop ] has the second highest joint contribution, despite FURLPop by itself being
among the least important factors. The interaction of the two factors with the highest first-order
importance [FRecn , FInitPop ] has the third highest joint contribution.
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Figure 6.6: Optimal presence scores for causal factors with highest importance. P-values of systematic one-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests between presence values of the 5 most important factors for the alternate hypothesis: RMSE for presence A < RMSE for presence B (null hypothesis:
RMSE for presence A = RMSE yfor presence B) for significance level 0.05. Green cells indicate
agreement of the alternate hypothesis. Results indicate that for positive presence of FRecn and
FRecip , and negative presence of FInitPop , RMSE is generally higher than when considered negatively. RMSE is generally highest when FConvSize and FURLPop are not present in the prioritization
process at presence 0.

Models with response prioritization rules derived from the results above are constructed with FRecn ,
FInitPop , FConvSize , FURLPop , and FRecip and compared against the original prioritization rule FRecn . In
particular, the rules ua = 4FRecn − 3FInitPop − 2FIntr + 2FRecip and ua = 4FRecn − 3FInitPop + 2FRecip
were tested against ua = FRecn . As the parameters of the model Mmax and α were know through
analysis calibration [134], the values 30 and 0.8 were used, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6.7,
models where FRecen interacts with FInitPop , FIntr , FRecip have lower RMSE in responsiveness see
in the actual data.
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FRecn
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Figure 6.7: 100 Runs of MACM-EWM with response prioritization rules inferred through Evolutionary Model Discovery. Models where FRecen interacts with FInitPop , FIntr , FRecip have lower
RMSE in responsiveness see in the actual data.

Discussion

Mechanistic Explanation Users experiencing information overload on social media prioritize
responses mainly by the recency with which they had been received, but also are more likely to
respond to messages on conversations initiated by globally less popular users, and messages from
individuals whom they have less in common with and yet have a history of responding to.
In this chapter I have applied Evolutionary Model Discovery to identify and compare the factors
driving the prioritization of Twitter notifications for response under information overload. There
is much evidence surrounding the fact information overload can hinder responsiveness. Results
of lab experiments in the psychology literature show that under information overload an individual’s attention span is reduced, focusing on immediate tasks at hand. The theory of extended self
posits that an individual can manifest themselves through physical or virtual objects that they use
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regularly, without any conscious decision to do so. Most social media users have shown to treat
their social media profiles as extended selves. The theory of extended memory combines these
concepts, relating information buffers such as notification lists of social media profiles to one’s extended working memory. Under information overload, however, attention to one’s extended self, or
social media profile can be lost, leading to a loss of attention, and thereby a loss of responsiveness.
Under information overload users have to prioritize incoming messages to which the would respond. The model of extended working memory places information on the actionable information
queue, a last in first out stack for processing, while as new information arrives under overload older
messages are truncated in a first in first out order. The original model of extended working memory
considers the recency of received messages as the sole factor for message prioritization, hence the
first in first out order of messages as excessive messages are received.
I have proposed several alternate factors that are hypothesized to affect the prioritization of message
on the actionable information queue under information overload. Out of the factors considered, recency is shown to be the factor of highest importance, with messages received more recently being
prioritized for response. Global popularity of the conversation initiator is also of high importance,
however, interestingly, conversations initiated by users with high global popularity are less likely
to be responded to by highly active individuals. This result is similar to the findings by Hodas et al.
[135] and Lerman et al. [136] that globally popular information is shared relatively less among a
user’s immediate neighborhood. Conversation size and popularity of URL domains included in the
content of the notifications are not factors that are considered for message prioritization by highly
active Twitter users functioning under information overload. Reciprocity, having a history of mutual response to one another, increases the chance of a highly active user responding to a message
from another user, despite being under information overload. In particular, like case 2 Chapter 5,
the interaction of the main causal factor, recency, with other factors, global unpopularity, lack of
common interests, and reciprocity, better explains the phenomena at hand.
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CHAPTER 7: OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE CONTRIBUTIONS

EvolutionaryModelDiscovery

The framework described in this paper has been implemented an open-source Python library. The
EvolutionaryModelDiscovery software is a highly-parallelizable library for the genetic programming of NetLogo models followed by causal factor importance evaluation through random forests.

Documentation, Source, and Installation

The documentation for the project is available online at:
https://evolutionarymodeldiscovery.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
The source code is available on GitHub: https://github.com/chathika/evolutionarymodeldiscovery.
The Python library can be easily installed using pip package manager with the following command:

>>> p i p i n s t a l l E v o l u t i o n a r y M o d e l D i s c o v e r y

EvolutionaryModelDiscovery Annotations

EvolutionaryModelDiscovery is able to identify components to be evolved via genetic programming on the NetLogo model through annotated NetLogo comments. All lines to be processed by
EvolutionaryModelDiscovery must be tagged with the @EMD annotation in a comment in the immediately prior line of the NetLogo model code. The rule to be evolved must be tagged with the
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@EvolveNextLine tag. An example is shown in Fig 7.1. Typically, this annotation is followed by
the .nls file that contains the hypothesized causal factors, if they are in a separate file, and the final
return type expected by the root of the evolved GP tree, with the annotations @Factors-File= and
@return-type=, respectively.

Figure 7.1: The entry point for EvolutionaryModelDiscovery is the line where the rule to be
evolved is specified in the NetLogo model. This can be indicated by adding the @EvolveNextLine
annotation in a comment directly above the line as shown. This may be followed by @FactorsFile= providing a string with the location of a .nls file that contains the causal factor reports, and
the required annotation return-type= that indicates the return type expected by the root of evolved
GP trees.

Hypothesized causal factors can also be implemented as NetLogo reporters within the original
model itself by tagging them with the @Factor annotation. An example is shown in Fig. 7.2.
Factors must be accompanied with typing of the return types and all, if any, parameters through
the @return-type= and @parameter-type= annotations. Operators are similarly defined with the
@Operator annotation, followed by the @return-type= and @parameter-type= annotations, an
example is shown in Fig. 7.3, but in addition require a @structure= annotation which is a comma
sperate list of ‘+’ or ‘-’ signs indicating a positive or negative contribution to presence by the
parameter at the corresponding position, respectively.
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Figure 7.2: An example of the implementation of a causal factor for EvolutionaryModelDiscovery
in NetLogo with the @Factor annotation. In addition, return-type= must specified, followed by
@parameter-type specified for each parameter, if parameters exist.

Figure 7.3: Example of an operator defined as a NetLogo reporter and tagged with the @Operator annotation for EvolutionaryModelDiscovery. @return-type= must be defined, followed by
parameter-type= for each parameter, if parameters exist. In addition, the @structure= annotation
must be specified, providing the contributions of each parameter in order, as ‘+’ or ‘-’, separated
by commas, respectively.

Strong Typing

In order to ensure compilation of the genetically programmed NetLogo models, EvolutionaryModelDiscovery enforces strong typing. As discussed above the rule to be evolved, the causal factors,
and operators, must all have types specified. Components will only be attached to each other in
child-parent fashion if the return type of the child matches the parameter type of the parent. If no
such primitives are available, then an exception will be thrown. Types are specified on-the-fly as
the EMD entry point specified through @return-type=, and at causal factors and operators through
the @return-type= and @parameter-type= annotations. The types are user defined and any strings
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valid in both Python and NetLogo can be used. No explicitly declaration of types is required and
EvolutionaryModelDiscovery will automatically identify the typing structure for the genetic program primitives through the annotation system. At the time of writing the library does not support
dynamic typing.

Running EvolutionaryModelDiscovery

The library can be imported and set up as shown in Fig 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Example of Python commands required to set up EvolutionaryModelDiscovery of a
NetLogo model.

Several parameters related to the genetic program can be set as in Fig 7.5. An objective function
for the genetic program must be set by defining the objective function callback, as shown in Fig
7.6. The NetLogo model can then be evolved as shown in the example in Fig. 7.7.
For parallel execution, the script should be saved and run using the SCOOP library with the following command:
>>> p y t h o n −m s c o o p RunEMD . py
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Figure 7.5: Example of Python commands that may be used to configure the genetic program of
EvolutionaryModelDiscovery.

Figure 7.6: Example of Python commands that can be must be used to specify the objective function for the genetic programming of the NetLogo function.

Figure 7.7: Example Python command to begin the genetic programming of the NetLogo model
with EvolutionaryModelDiscovery. The if __name__ = ’__main__’: condition is a standard
Python best practice to avoid issues related to the absence of a fork implementation on certain
operating systems when using parallelization.
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NL4Py

NL4Py is a NetLogo controller for Python, developed with the goals of usability, rapid parallel
execution, and model parameter access in mind. In addition, NL4Py is platform independent,
supporting Windows, MacOS, and Linux, and supports both Python 2 and 3. Unlike PyNetLogo,
which uses the Java native interface (JNI) framework to access the JVM, NL4Py, inspired by [137],
employs a client-server architecture via Py4J [138], a Python-Java bridging package. NL4Py automatically downloads and hosts a NetLogoControllerServer Java archive (JAR) executable that
handles the parallel execution of NetLogo workspaces internally as Java threads. The client-server
architecture allows NL4Py to package and hide the excessive programming required to maintain
multiple parallely executing NetLogo models, which may even have to be queried regularly depending on the usecase. Further, the NetLogoControllerServer ensures thread safety and handles
JVM memory allocation/garbage collection, reducing these burdens from the Python application
developer. In short, NL4Py performs the parallelization of NetLogo workspaces on the JVM,
instead of leaving it to the user’s Python application, unlike PyNetLogo.

Software Architecture

NL4Py uses a client-server architecture and consists of two main components, the NL4Py client
written in Python and the NetLogoControllerServer JAR executable written in Java, as shown in
Fig. 7.8. The client code communicates to the NetLogoControllerServer through a socket enabled
by the Py4J library. The entire NL4Py package is hosted on the Python package index and is automatically downloaded through the pip installer and sets up the NetLogoControllerServer in the Pip
package installation directory. The client-server architecture allows NetLogoHeadlessWorkspaces
to be run in parallel as Java threads on the NetLogoControllerServer, independent of the user’s
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Python application code. This eliminates the need for users to have to manage the connection to
the JVM, thread/process creation, and garbage collection of multiple headless workspaces from
their Python application code.

Figure 7.8: UML Component Diagram of NL4Py

NetLogo provides headless workspaces through its controlling API, which can be controlled through
Java or Scala application. NetLogo headless workspaces are inherently thread safe. NL4Py,
uses this to its advantage by pushing concurrency to the JVM via the NetLogoContollerServer.
The NL4Py Python client provides thread-safe NetLogoHeadlessWorkspace objects to the Python
application developer, created according to the factory design pattern. Each NetLogoHeadlessWorkspace object is mapped to a HeadlessWorkspaceController object on the NetLogoControllerServer, which is responsible for starting and stopping the NetLogo model, sending commands to
the model, fetching results from reporters to the model, querying parameters, and scheduling reporters over model execution. NL4Py relieves the Python application of thread/process creation,
by ensuring that the procedures with long execution times are non-blocking, i.e., results for procedures such as scheduled reporters, whose results must wait till the end of a model run, return
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immediately and results can be queried later at a custom time by the user application, without
blocking the Python application.

Figure 7.9: UML Class Diagram of NL4Py Python client.

Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.10 explain the internal organization of the NL4Py Python client and NetLogoControllerServer, respectively. The NL4Py client consists of a NetLogoControllerServerStarter
object, the NetLogoWorkspaceFactory object, and a NetLogoGUI object respectively. Each object
has access to the JVM through the Java_gateway offered by Py4J. The NetLogoWorkspaceFactory, is able to create and manage multiple NetLogoHeadlessWorkspace objects, each which maps
to a HeadlessWorkspaceController object on the NetLogoControllerServer. On the NetLogoControllerServer, each HeadlessWorkspaceController executes its own command thread for communi92

cation with the NetLogoHeadlessWorkspace object through the NetLogo controlling API. Through
this command thread, each HeadlessWorkspaceController is able to pass commands and schedule
and query from reporters to the NetLogo model concurrently.

Controlling NetLogo in Python with NL4Py

This section describes how users can setup NL4Py and control multiple NetLogo model runs from
within their Python script with the help of NL4Py.

Figure 7.10: UML Class Diagram of NL4Py NetLogoControllerServer.
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Installation

NL4Py is made available on the Python package index [139] for easy installation and version
control. At the time of writing, NL4Py is in release version 0.5.0 [140]. Pip tools (Python’s
package manager) can be used to install NL4Py using the following command:
>>> p i p i n s t a l l NL4Py

Requirements

NL4Py works with NetLogo 6.0.2 or higher and requires Java development kit (JDK) 8 or higher
to be installed. Other Python dependencies such as Py4J will be installed automatically with pip
tools. NL4Py has been tested on both Python 2.7 and Python 3.6 on Windows 10, MacOSX 10.10
and Ubuntu operating systems.

Using the NL4Py API

NL4Py allows both NetLogo HeadlessWorkspace creation and control, and also NetLogo GUIenabled application control. In this section, I describe how users can control NetLogo in both GUI
and headless modes with NL4Py.

Starting and stopping the NetLogoControllerServer

The first step to controlling NetLogo through NL4Py is by importing NL4Py and starting the
NetLogoController server. This can be done with the following commands:
>>> import n l 4 p y
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>>> n l 4 p y . s t a r t S e r v e r ( p a t h _ t o _ n e t l o g o )
The function requires the path to the top level directory of the NetLogo installation as a string argument. The NetLogoControllerServer is then started and ready for requests from the NL4Py client
through Python for NetLogo controlling. In complement to this, the NetLogoControllerServer can
be shutdown, in order to free computational resources using the following command:
>>> n l 4 p y . s t o p S e r v e r ( )

Using NetLogo in GUI mode

In order to start and control the NetLogo application in GUI mode, users can execute the following
command in their Python script:
n l 4 p y . NetLogoApp ( )
Users can then use the NetLogoApp() functions to send commands, execute reporters, and schedule
reporters to the NetLogo Application. These functions are described in the next section.

Using NetLogo headless workspaces

However, most optimization work requires vast parallel runs of NetLogo models and GUI mode
unnecessarily burdens computational resources during such an analysis. NetLogo provides headless workspaces for these purposes, which are essentially NetLogo models running without the
GUI enabled. HeadlessWorkspaces tend to run more efficiently, since there is no computation
required for rendering visualizations BehaviorSearch, the model calibration tool that is packaged
with NetLogo, uses headless workspaces driven by optimization algorithms and is a prime example
of their utility.
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NL4Py provides API controls for Python developers to create NetLogo headless workspaces, open
and close models on these workspaces, get and set parameters to the models, send NetLogo commands these models, and schedule and execute reporters to query the simulation state at regular
intervals or at the end of a simulation run. Resulting NetLogoHeadlessWorkspace objects can then
be used to open and control NetLogo models from within Python.
NetLogoHeadlessWorkspaces can be created with the following function:
nl4py . newNetLogoHeadlessWorkspace ( )

Additionally, users can get a list of all the existing NetLogoHeadlessWorkspaces, delete all the
existing NetLogoHeadlessWorkspaces, and delete a single NetLogoHeadlessWorkspace with the
following commands, respectively:
nl4py . deleteAllHeadlessWorkspaces ( )
nl4py . getAllHeadlessWorkspaces ( )
nl4py . deleteHeadlessWorkspace ( nl4py . NetLogoHeadlessWorkspace )

Opening and closing models

The following commands can be then used to open and close models on
NetLogoHeadlessWorkspaces, respectively:
n l 4 p y . N e t L o g o H e a d l e s s W o r k s p a c e . openModel ( " p a t h _ t o _ m o d e l " )
nl4py . NetLogoHeadlessWorkspace . closeModel ( )

Similarly, the same can be done on the NetLogo GUI application with the following:
n l 4 p y . NetLogoGUI . openModel ( p a t h _ t o _ m o d e l )
n l 4 p y . NetLogoGUI . c l o s e M o d e l ( )
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Commands and basic reporters

NL4Py provides users the ability to execute NetLogo commands and reporters from within their
Python application. The command function takes NetLogo syntax as strings and executes the
command on the respective workspace. The report function takes in NetLogo syntax as strings,
executes the reporter, and returns the results. In the case of a failed reporter due to a NetLogo
exception, report will report the exception. Return values from report are typically strings and must
be cast into their correct data types accordingly. On NetLogoHeadlessWorkspaces the following
execute commands and reporters:
n l 4 p y . N e t L o g o H e a d l e s s W o r k s p a c e . command ( n e t l o g o _ c o m m a n d _ s t r i n g )
nl4py . NetLogoHeadlessWorkspace . r e p o r t ( n e t l o g o _ r e p o r t e r _ s t r i n g )

Similarly, the equivalent for NetLogo GUI application control:
n l 4 p y . NetLogoGUI . openModel ( p a t h _ t o _ m o d e l )
n l 4 p y . NetLogoGUI . c l o s e M o d e l ( )

Working with parameters

NL4Py allows users to query a NetLogo model’s parameter names, get the suggested ranges as set
on the NetLogo interface objects (slider min/max values, list values, etc), and set the parameters
to random values. The three following methods provide these functions for NetLogoHeadlessWorkspaces, respectively:
n l 4 p y . N e t L o g o H e a d l e s s W o r k s p a c e . setParamsRandom ( )
n l 4 p y . N e t L o g o H e a d l e s s W o r k s p a c e . getParamNames ( )
nl4py . NetLogoHeadlessWorkspace . getParamRanges ( )
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Similarly, these functions are available for the NetLogo GUI application:
n l 4 p y . NetLogoGUI . setParamsRandom ( )
n l 4 p y . NetLogoGUI . getParamNames ( )
n l 4 p y . NetLogoGUI . g e t P a r a m R a n g e s ( )

Reporter scheduling

In certain instances, a user may require to record the simulation state at regular intervals, often for
every simulation tick, over a given period of time. For this, NL4Py provides scheduled reporters.
Multiple reporters can be specified as a Python list of strings of NetLogo commands. This reporter
list along with the start tick, stop tick, and interval of ticks required between each reporter execution can be passed into into scheduleReporterAndRun for this purpose. Optionally, a custom go
command can be supplied to scheduleReportersAndRun in the case that the NetLogo model’s execution procedure has a name different to the standard go. NL4Py then schedules the reporters to
execute on the respective NetLogo workspaces and store results on the NetLogoControllerServer
from start time till stop time at every interval number of ticks.
On NetLogoHeadlessWorkspaces, this method signature is:

nl4py . NetLogoHeadlessWorkspace . scheduleReportersAndRun (
r e p o r t e r s _ a r r a y , s t a r t A t T i c k =0 , i n t e r v a l T i c k s =1 , s t o p A t T i c k =−1,
goCommand= " go " )

Similarly, on the NetLogo GUI Application mode this is:
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n l 4 p y . NetLogoGUI . s c h e d u l e R e p o r t e r s A n d R u n ( r e p o r t e r s _ a r r a y ,
s t a r t A t T i c k =0 , i n t e r v a l T i c k s =1 , s t o p A t T i c k =−1,goCommand= " go " )

The results stored on the NetLogoControllerServer can be queried at anytime during or after the
scheduled reporters execution, with getScheduledReporterResults. This function returns a Numpy
array of lists of the reporter results, for each execution thus far. This function is non-blocking to
prevent imposing unnecessary wait times on the user’s application. If the model has not finished
execution, then an empty array will be returned. On NetLogoHeadlessWorkspaces this function is:
nl4py . NetLogoHeadlessWorkspace . g e t S c h e d u l e d R e p o r t e r R e s u l t s ( )

Similarly, in the NetLogo GUI application:
n l 4 p y . NetLogoGUI . g e t S c h e d u l e d R e p o r t e r R e s u l t s ( )
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION

Despite being an excellent tool for the construction and analysis of human-interpretable, mechanistic explanations of social phenomena, ABMs risk premature assumptions when modeling individuals’ decision-making processes. Parameter calibration alone cannot adequately explore the
causal factors and their possible interactions in order to infer more accurate decision-making processes. This is primarily due to the absence of a systematic method for behavior inference and
discovery. I address this issue with the development of Evolutionary Model Discovery, a framework for automated causal inference in agent-based artificial societies. Given a set of factors of
decision-making hypothesized to generate the societal phenomena of interest, Evolutionary Model
Discovery is able to quantify, compare, and discover the optimal presence of the causal factors
for the robust and accurate replication of the target phenomena. By combining automated program generation of genetic programming with feature importance evaluation of random forests,
Evolutionary Model Discovery is able to quantify the importance of these factors to the decisionmaking process that results in society-level phenomena simulated by the ABM. This allows for
the construction of agent rules that more accurately represent the actual decision-making process
of individuals and result in more models that deviate less from the actual trajectory of the system
being studied and remain robust even under random parameter initialization, as stated in Claim 1
in Chapter 3.
Evolutionary Model Discovery was applied to three separate cases where the causes of a societal
phenomena were not directly understood due to the disappearance of a culture, hidden motives,
and/or complex thought processes at play. Results from applying Evolutionary Model Discovery
to the Artificial Anasazi show highlight the danger of constructing socio-behavioral models without a complete exploration of the space of possible rules. Contrary to the original model, the most
important factors driving farm plot selection of the ancestral Pueblo community were found to be
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desire for higher quality soil and social presence, instead of the closeness of the next plot. closeness actually hindered the model from robustness to randomized parameter settings. In hindsight,
this result indicates quite intuitive behavior of a society that was aware of the more arable areas of
land that would yield better crops, but at the same time wish to agglomerate into tighter neighborhoods. These results seem to agree with the archaeological evidence from ruins that exist today
demonstrating that the ancestral Pueblo lived in dwellings that were often located close together,
centered around their respective farm plots.
Secondly, Evolutionary Model Discovery of factors leading to the emergence of mixed patterns of
segregation and integration, indicate that the factor driving the desirability of residential locations,
racial preference alone, as modeled originally by Schelling [104] and used in later extension of the
model [105] is insufficient and may hinder the production of robust models of mixed patterns. In
fact, it was shown that no single factor could generate such patterns well. Instead the interplay of
multiple factors: reluctance to move, preference of less crowded neighborhoods, and preference for
higher racial similarity easily produced patterns with higher mixing, under random urban density
settings. There is evidence that mixed patterns of segregation and integration might also be caused
due to acceptance of diverse tolerance to race in prospective neighborhoods and of neighborhoods
with an imbalance or conflict in residential satisfaction.
Thirdly, Evolutionary Model Discovery identified factors driving highly active, overloaded users
to prefer to respond to certain social media notifications over others. The strongest factor driving notification prioritization was message recency; messages received more recently were more
likely to respond to. This signals a decay of responsiveness to notifications the longer they remain unresponded to with the passage of time, which has been observed in studies such as [131].
Notifications of conversations that were received regarding conversations initiated by profiles that
had lower global popularity received higher priority of response under overload by highly active
users. This may explained the observation in analytical studies that show that globally popular
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information is often less abundant in local neighborhoods [135, 136]. Due to scale-freeness of
social networks, highly popular users are also less abundant globally, and this could mean that
overloaded users prefer to respond to conversations started by their friends/followers who are most
likely globally less popular. Confirming this, overloaded highly active user’s were found to be
more likely to respond to friends with higher reciprocity; i.e. those with whom they have a history
of direct response to. Conversation size and presence of URLs in the content were irrelevant to
response prioritization.
These results provide empirical support to Claim 1 and demonstrate the successful application of
Evolutionary Model Discovery in finding mechanistic explanations of complex societal phenomena, while respecting the fact that such systems must be studied holistically, with consideration
of the non-linear trajectories and high sensitivity to initial conditions that led to the emergence of
the phenomena at hand. Evolutionary Model Discovery embraces the arguments made by GruneYanoff [18] and Elsenbroich [7] and extends the vision of Epstein [43] towards human-interpretable
explanation of societal phenomena, by seeking mechanistic explanations as defined by Machamer
et al. [14].

Future Work

This work opens the doors to many new avenues of study. First and more straightforward is
the application of Evolutionary Model Discovery in other agent-based modeling projects. Many
data/stylized-fact -driven agent-based models exist in the literature that would benefit from further
scrutinizing of the causal factors behind the societal phenomena they seek to simulate.
Secondly, in Sec. 3, I prove how the logic depth of the genetic program tree forming the behavior
rule has the highest cost on computational complexity of the genetic programming of agent-based
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models. An improvement that could be made to this framework is, first, establishing that this
is reflected in practice, and next, incorporating such a strategy into the current implementation.
Unfortunately, NetLogo does not support parallel computing. In fact, parallelization of agent-based
models is not well supported by most software, with a few exceptions of RepastHPC or FLAMEGPU. However, the code of models implemented in such software are in C or C++, compiled
programming languages, unlike the lisp-like scripting of NetLogo, making it difficult to implement
a compilable genetic program representation. This would be quite a challenging, yet beneficial,
avenue for extension of the current implementaiton of Evolutionary Model Discovery.
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Evolvability

The driving force behind evolutionary search is the selection pressure experienced due to increases
in fitness with changes in the genes encoding the primitives structure of the gp-individuals. Primitives that form ‘flat’ search spaces in terms of fitness, i.e. have no gradients of fitness with changing
values of genes, do not have any considerable selection pressure. Such a landscape has no driving
force for the evolutionary search and can be searched with a trivial random search. Therefore, it is
important to establish whether such selection pressure existed in the three cases explored above.
Two indicators of evolvability are considered, convergence and selection pressure. The gradual
convergence towards a common solution by all gp-individuals, indicates that the genetic program
tends to exploit regions of higher fitness in the search space. On the contrary no convergence
indicates that there was no tendency among the population of gp-individuals to evolve towards
higher fit solutions. Increasing tendency to select certain primitives over generations, indicates
higher selection pressure towards the variables represented by those primitives; i.e. if the absolute
presence of a certain primitive increases over time, it is indicative there are global or local optimal
solutions that can be reached through its selection. On the other hand, no indication of change in
absolute selection indicate that there are no gradients of fitness achieved through the selection of
the primitive; i.e. the represented factor does not lead to higher fit solutions.
Figs. B.1, B.2, and B.3 demonstrate the convergence of cases 1, 2, and 3 explained in the previous
chapters. The average convergence with the 95% confidence interval is shown. Genetic program
of the farm plot selection in the Artificial Anasazi converges relatively slowly in comparison to
the other two cases, at around 75 generations. Case 2, evolution of the residential location utility
function converges at a quicker pace, within around 10 generations. Response prioritization converges relatively quite quickly, again at around 20 generations. Considering the fact that there less
distinction among high importance factors in the Artificial Anasazi case (FQual , FSoc , FDist , and
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FMig ), more in the response prioritization case (FMove , FRace , and FIsol ), and even more (FRecn and
FInitPop were by far more important than other factors), this indicates that the search space for Case
1 was harder to navigate than Case 2, and Case 2 harder than Case 3, because for the first case
more primitives provided high fitness when selected than when compared to the latter case.
This is confirmed when looking at the plots on primitive selection by generation for the three cases
Figs. B.4, B.5, and B.6, respectively. Most factors appear to have reasonable positive or negative
selection bias as generations progress in Case 1 (Fig. B.4); e.g.: FQual , FMig , FDist , FYield , and FSoc
show higher presence as generations progress, and provide lower RMSE when present positively,
while FHAgri progressively is searched for negative presence providing lower RMSE. Overall most
primitives are searched over a reasonable range of presence. In case 2 (Fig. B.5), FRace , FMove ,
FIsol , and FTolDiv are selected gradually selected either in a positive of negative bias, but only
FRace , FMove , and FIsol show large improvements in C-Index, under higher absolute selection. In
Case 3, even a smaller number of primitives demonstrate a significant change in selection with
the progression of generations. FInitPop , FRecn , and FIntr show to exert more selection pressure,
being selected more often as generations progress, and provide lower RMSE at higher absolute
presence. These results also reflect that fact that the best solutions in Case 1 generally have are
greater number of causal factors, than Case 2, and even more than for Case 3.
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Figure B.1: Convergence of the genetic programming of the farm selection decision-making rule
in the Artificial Anasazi. Average RMSE and the 95% confidence interval are shown.
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Figure B.2: Convergence of the genetic programming of the residential location utility function in
Hatna and Benenson’s model of segregation. Average C-index and the 95% confidence interval are
shown.
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Figure B.3: Convergence of the genetic programming of the response prioritization utility function
in the model of extended working memory. Average RMSE and the 95% confidence interval are
shown.
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Figure B.4: Primitive selection of the genetic programming of the farm selection strategy in the
Artificial Anasazi. Factor presence and the respective RMSE are shown over generations.
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Figure B.5: Primitive selection of the genetic programming of the residential location utility function of Hatna’s model of segregation. Factor presence and the respective RMSE are shown over
generations.
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Figure B.6: Primitive selection of the genetic programming of the response prioritization of the
model of extended working memory. Factor presence and the respective RMSE are shown over
generations.
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Model Size and Bloat

The size of the syntax trees represented by a gp-individual provides an estimate of how complicated
the task being modeled actually is. More primitives on a decision tree that provides relatively
higher fitness, indicates a task that requires more information. However, genetic programming is
susceptible to bloating, where primitives accumulate over generations with no improvements to
fitness. Bloating is more probable if evolution continues beyond convergence. Several strategies
have been suggested to control bloating, out of which setting a maximum tree depth has been used
in the experiments above.
Figs. B.7, B.8, and B.9 show the fitness and simplified model size, or logic depth, with the progression of generations for all gp-individuals for the 3 cases considered in the previous chapters
respectively. In case 1 (Fig. B.7), there seems to be an increase in model size after generation
40. Though there’s somewhat of an decrease in RMSE, many large solutions also exist which have
higher RMSE, an indicaiton of bloat. In case 2 (Fig. B.8), larger models are evolved past generation 10, some of which achieve higher C-indices. Yet many of the largest solutions remain with
low C-indices, again indicating bloat. In case 3 (Fig. B.9), large solutions start appearing gradually
after generation 20, and there is a sudden set of very large rules around generation 48 to 50 that
have low RMSE. Yet, even in case 3, a few large solutions do exist that have high RMSE, despite
their size, indicating some bloat.
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Figure B.7: Simplified model size (size and color of points) and fitness over the progression of
generations of all gp-individuals for genetically programming farm selection decision-making rule
in the Artificial Anasazi.
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Figure B.8: Simplified model size (size and color of points) and fitness over the progression of
generations of all gp-individuals for genetically programming residential location utility function
in Hatna and Benenson’s model of segregation.
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Figure B.9: Simplified model size (size and color of points) and fitness over the progression of generations of all gp-individuals for genetically programming response prioritization utility function
in the model of extended working memory.
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